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Abstract

Microservice architectures are considered with much promises to achieve DevOps in IT organizations, because they split applications into services that can be updated independently from each others. But to protect SLA (Service Level Agreement) properties when updating microservices, DevOps teams have to deal with complex and error-prone scripts of management operations to perform an update. More precisely, update scripts have to follow particular strategies, such as the the well-known BlueGreen strategy [1] that intends to update a microservice with zero downtime, but requires deploying and starting all the new microservices before stopping and uninstalling the old ones. In comparison, the Canary strategy [2] minimizes the resources used at update time, at the expense of a reduced availability: microservices are updated in-place (new instances taking the place of the old ones), in an incremental manner to slowly transfer the load from the current to the new version.

In this thesis, we propose an update framework [3, 4] that leverages an architecture-based approach to provide an easy and safe way to update microservices and program strategies. Instead of scripts processing PaaS commands, update strategies are defined as sequences of elementary changes being applied on an architectural model of a microservice application. Simply put, this architectural model reflects how microservices are deployed on PaaS sites and how they are configured.

Leveraging an architecture-based approach raises two main challenges: (i) determining an architectural model encompassing microservices deployed on heterogeneous PaaS sites and (ii) defining a strategy-driven update protocol relying on this architectural model.

The following of these document describes how these challenges were addressed to provide an update framework that can add, remove, migrate, split, or scale microservices as well as upgrade their code or change their configuration across distributed and potentially heterogeneous PaaS sites.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To facilitate agile development and operations (DevOps), many companies, including established ones such as Netflix [5] and Uber [6], are switching to a microservice architecture for their Cloud applications. For example, by 2020, Orange aims at migrating about 50% of its production applications—that serve 240 million customers worldwide—to the microservice architecture [7]. With the microservice approach, applications are designed as loosely-coupled services deployed on distributed PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) sites and running in their own full-stack [8].

The key property that is expected from microservices is the notion of independent replacement and updatability. Especially, microservices exhibit independent lifecycles: they can be deployed and updated independently from each others. The objective is to favor reactivity of small development teams, each team being in charge of developing and evolving its own set of microservices through simple and fast processes.

Such an objective is attractive, but the reality is much more complex because microservices are often associated to SLA properties regarding availability, performances, and resource costs [9, 10]. To keep these properties at update time, DevOps teams follow complex strategies. Typically, the well-known BlueGreen strategy [1] intends to update a microservice with zero downtime, but requires deploying and starting all the new microservices before stopping and uninstalling the old ones. In comparison, the Canary strategy [2, 11] minimizes the resources used at update time, at the expense of a reduced availability: microservices are updated in-place (new instances taking the place of the old ones), in an incremental manner to slowly transfer the load from the current to the new version.

Using strategies to update microservices is considered relevant [12], but so far, the process is managed manually or only automated through using scripts [13]. Scripts provide flexibility but their imperative form limits their ease of use. When DevOps teams are provided with application-independent scripts, they have to determine what script can be applied to process a given update. Furthermore, they must check that the current state of their appli-
cation meets the requirements of the chosen script. This is cumbersome and error-prone as most update scripts encompass complex pipelines of PaaS commands. When update scripts are designed specifically for a given application, they can be used in a much easier and safer way, but the price is that DevOps teams have to compose these scripts, facing the usual coding and debugging challenges.

This thesis advocates switching from a script-based to an architecture-based approach to automate microservices updates: instead of scripts processing PaaS commands, update strategies are defined as sequences of elementary changes being applied on an architectural model of a microservice application. Simply put, this architectural model (also known as model@runtime [14]) reflects how microservices are deployed on PaaS sites and how they are configured. Compared to scripts, the expected benefits of the proposed approach are the following:

- **Ease of use**: to update a microservice application, DevOps teams simply give as input the desired target architecture, along with the strategy to follow, without having to deal with low-level PaaS commands.

- **Preview**: any update can be processed on the architectural model without being applied on the effective system, allowing to preview its result in terms of architectural changes.

- **Control**: all stages of an update can be observed on the architectural model. Moreover, at any stage an update can be stopped and resumed with a new target architecture and/or strategy.

- **Robustness**: failures occurring at update time are supported.

The remaining of this document is organized as follow.

- **Chapter 2** introduces the background of the problem, our objectives and the main associated challenges.

- **Chapter 3** reports on the related research works about dynamic update, and compares current industrial solutions for managing the updates of microservices application.

- **Chapter 4** presents the proposed framework for updating microservices application through an architecture-based approach.

- **Chapter 5** presents the evaluation of our framework.

- **Chapter 6** concludes this document by summarizing our main propositions and outlining future works.
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Change management is nowadays a well-known term referring to the action of evolving a software system towards a new version, such new version integrating changes in the structure, the code or the configuration of the system. The change management is becoming more and more crucial in the application lifecycle, whatever software development methodology is followed to design, develop and test applications.

The waterfall methodology [15] is a well-known linear software development approach that splits the software development into several well-known phases: analyze requirements, design, code, test and maintain. This methodology promotes spending much time on the early phases to reduce the risk of changes. Anyway, change requirements will appear over time and will need to be managed with minimal impacts on the application.

Compared to the traditional waterfall approach, current popular Agile methodologies [16] promotes embracing changes instead of reducing them. By frequently delivering small changes to end clients, Agile development can better fit to customers’ changing requirements, shortening the feedback loop with customers and avoiding the risk inherent in big changes. In this thesis, we address the change management in the specific case of Agile approaches, but the principles of our proposal can be applied in a more general case.

Multiple paradigms help to enforce the Agile methodology:
• **Microservices** application architecture: by decoupling applications into independently-deployable units, microservices intend to reduce the cost of application changes.

• **Cloud** environments: they provide on-demand underlying infrastructure for deploying and executing microservices-based applications.

• **Continuous delivery** discipline: it implies that every change can be automatically released into the production environments.

The rest of this section presents these main paradigms and then explicits the challenges addressed in this thesis.
2.1 Microservices

As previously said, there is no standard definition for microservices, but common guidelines influencing how distributed applications should be designed, developed and managed. Thus, microservices can be considered as a set of architectural patterns for designing applications, aiming at simplifying their deployment and management.

In more precise terms, a microservice-based architecture constructs an application as a set of loosely coupled units called microservice. Each microservice is associated to well-defined business capabilities (e.g., product catalog management, order management). Based on this, each microservice is responsible for managing the data and processing the requests associated to its business capability. More precisely, each microservice may expose its functionalities through provided services and may consume services provided by others microservices (i.e. required services).

A very important aspect of microservices is their lifecycle independence. Indeed, the microservices of a given application have independent lifecycles in the sense that each microservice can be independently deployed, scaled and updated [17]. To achieve this, each microservice is packaged as a self-contained deployment and execution unit. Such a package encompasses operating system, runtime, frameworks, libraries, and microservice artifact (source code and configuration files).

The lifecycle independence of microservices favors their decentralized governance, a key capability regarding Agile methodologies. Each microservice can indeed be independently developed and operated by a specified small team. Each team is responsible for the technical and technological choices (e.g., programming language, database solution, test and delivery tools) to build its own microservice and do not depend on any other external decision.

To promote this lifecycle independence, three main design patterns are used by microservice architectures:

- The data management in the microservice architecture is decentralized. While monolithic applications prefer a single database for persistent data, microservices prefer letting each service manage its own database instance. Each microservice is in charge of encapsulating, governing, and protecting its own database. This decomposition allows each microservice to choose different data stores based on data shape and read/write access patterns.

- Microservices communicate through lightweight protocols, such as HTTP REST request-response or asynchronous messaging bus. When a microservice instance starts running, it can publish its services as
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Web services, and register its address and endpoints at a registry ¹, such as Consul [18], Apache ZooKeeper [19] or Netflix Eureka [20]. The microservice instance is unregistered from the registry when it is unavailable ². Through the registry, clients of a microservice can know at any time about the available instances of a microservice with the address information allowing to access them.

• Microservices tolerate the unavailability of the services they consume (i.e. accessed services). This capability relies on conforming to dedicated patterns [21] (such as Circuit Breaker, Bulkhead, and Timeout) when designing microservices. Several programming libraries (e.g., Hystrix [22], Finagle [23], Phantom [24]) are available to simplify the development of these patterns. For example, the developer can easily define a fallback function of its accessed service, so that the microservice could get a fallback response when the accessed service is unavailable. In addition, the administrator of the microservice can deploy multiple redundant and distributed instances and use smart proxies to achieve high availability of the microservice. Smart proxies manage the cases where an accessed service is unavailable. Most commonly, depending on the SLA properties of the accessed microservice, a proxy may either (i) select another service instance, (ii) wait for the service to be restored, or (iii) produce a by-default reply.

Overall, through splitting the application into a set of independently deployable services, the microservice architecture minimizes the impacts of changes on a running application. With classical monolithic applications, applying a change to any single module often requires to redeploy the entire application. Conversely, in the microservice-oriented approach, single service changes only imply to redeploy the considered microservice. In other words, the microservice architecture aims at decoupling the application change cycle.

¹The registry service is usually deployed and consumed by a specific application.
²Service registration and unregistration may be either managed by the microservice, or automatically performed by the underlaying PaaS upon starting and stopping the microservice.
2.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud environments enable consumers to run their application in a centrally managed data center. Instead of investing new physical hardware resources to satisfy the requirements of an application, a consumer can only rent the necessary compute, storage, and network resources from the Cloud provider. Thanks to virtualization and autonomous management capabilities provided by cloud environments, consumers can operate the deployment of their application in a self-service manner. In addition, cloud environments help consumers to construct a highly available and scalable application through using redundancy and elasticity techniques at runtime [25].

This section starts by giving an insight of virtualization techniques and technologies. It then introduces the different cloud service models, and finally focuses on the Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer specifically, as this layer targets the one concerned with microservices.

2.2.1 Resources Virtualization

The key technology of cloud computing is virtualization. Through logically separating physical resources into several virtual resources, virtualization facilitates sharing hardware resources. There are currently two main virtualization levels: virtual machine (VM) and container. In addition to dividing system resources, these two techniques can also be used to package an application into a portable self-contained unit. Especially, they are currently both used for packaging and deploying microservices.

In the VM-based approach, hardware IT resources (i.e. compute, memory, storage) are packaged within software units (namely a virtual machine or VM) whose behavior imitates a physical machine environment. The application administrator can package the application running environment into a VM, which contains a full software stack including the operating system (OS), middleware, and the application binaries and configuration elements. Then, the VM can be executed on any physical machine using a hypervisor. Since the VM provides the virtualization at the hardware level, the administrator has the same experience on a VM as on a dedicated physical machine.

The container-based virtualization approach takes place at the operating system level. The OS kernel and possibly some middleware are shared across all the containers running on a common host machine. Accordingly, the application administrator packages only some specific middleware and the application with the container. Therefore, the container includes a quite reduced software stack and does not require a full system boot to be instantiated. Due to their reduced software stack, containers are smaller in terms of size and faster to start up compared to VMs. However, at the opposite, VM-based approaches provide more security because of greater isolation and
fully self-contained. Thus, in order to benefit from the advantages of both approaches, it can be relevant to combine them [26].

### 2.2.2 Cloud Services Models

According to the NIST’s definition [27], cloud environments are divided into three standard service models based on the service abstraction level as shown in Figure 2.1.

- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS):** at this level, the Cloud provider offers virtualized hardware (e.g., virtualized machines, networks) to the consumer. The control and the responsibility of the application operation are fully given to the consumer. Some examples of IaaS offers are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) [29], Google Compute Engine (GCE) [30], OpenStack [31].

- **Platform as a Service (PaaS):** the Cloud provider offers the running environment of the application, the consumers providing only their application code. It is the responsibility of the provider to install the OS and middleware layers for building the application environment. Compared to the IaaS model, the consumer has less control on the infrastructure. Some examples of PaaS offers are Google App Engine [32], AppScale [33], OpenShift [34], Heroku [35], Cloud Foundry [36].

- **Software as a Service (SaaS):** the Cloud provider completely manages the application. The consumer is the end user of the application. Some examples of SaaS offers are Gmail and Dropbox.

In addition to these three classic service models, **Container as a Service (CaaS)** offerings emerge, such as Google Kubernetes Engine [37], Amazon EC2 Container Service (ECS) [38], Azure Container Service [39].
As a service model positioned between infrastructure-centric IaaS and application-centric PaaS, CaaS is container-centric, meaning that it offers containers as a running environment for an application. As in PaaS, CaaS also contains orchestration tools (e.g., Kubernetes [40], Apache Mesos [41], and Docker Swarm [42]) for the deployment and cluster management of containers. Moreover, CaaS usually also provides a container image registry and API support for facilitating the management of container runtime. Anyway, unlike PaaS, the CaaS customers stay in charge of packaging their application within containers. An advantage of this is that CaaS doesn’t constrain application programming languages or frameworks.

2.2.3 PaaS/CaaS layers and microservices

PaaS and CaaS service layers are intrinsically linked to microservices because they offer an easy way to deploy and run microservice. In the PaaS model, the expected user experience is that PaaS customers are only in charge of their code. In the CaaS layer, the customers have also the responsibility of packaging their code, but the deployment is taken in charge by the CaaS layer. Overall, both layers take the responsibility for installation, configuration, and operation (e.g., routing, monitoring, scaling) of applications composed of microservices.

Typical elementary deployment operations provided by PaaS/CaaS layers are the following:

- **create**: install a microservice (downloading its code, etc.,)
- **compile**: compile a microservice
- **start**: start a microservice (launching one or more microservice instances)
- **stop**: stop a microservice (stopping one or more microservice instances)
- **scale**: scale a microservice (adding or removing one or more microservice instances)
- **change**: change a microservice’s configuration (stopping and restarting it if necessary)
- **remove**: uninstall a microservice

As previously said, a major functionality of PaaS/CaaS layers is to automate the application deployment. Currently, several PaaS solutions (e.g., Heroku, Cloud Foundry, OpenShift) provides a push-to-deploy capability. That is, consumers can deploy their application with a single push command.
Especially, PaaS/CaaS customers can easily deploy multiple instances of an application to achieve its high availability. During the execution of applications, PaaS solutions are indeed in charge of maintaining the health of deployed application instances. To this end, PaaS solutions monitor the state of application instances and automatically heal the failed instances. The monitoring mechanism depends on the application types. Web application are classically monitored by sending periodic requests and expecting the responses within a timeout. Applications without connections are monitored by checking the running state of their processes. PaaS customers can configure the healing policy (e.g., restart) for the detected unhealthy instances.

Another common capability of PaaS/CaaS layers is to manage the scaling of applications (while PaaS may manage the scalability in an autonomic way, this is however not yet true for CaaS layers). PaaS customers can horizontally scale their application through configuring the instances number. When the instance number is changed, the PaaS is in charge of deploying or removing the instances. PaaS customers may also vertically scale the disk or memory limit of all the instances. Several PaaS solutions (e.g., OpenShift, GAE) support automatic scaling according to the application workload. The scaling policy is usually based on a set of rules and some application metrics (e.g., CPU utilization, request rate, response latency).

In addition, PaaS layers usually automates the network management of the application. PaaS customers can configure one or multiple URLs for accessing the application. PaaS solutions then take the responsibility of routing the clients’ requests from these URLs to a running instance of the corresponding application. PaaS solutions may also provide build-in load balancing across multiple application instances. For example, Cloud Foundry directs the requests in a round-robin manner. To support more complex routing policies, PaaS customers may use an external routing service.

To sum up, although PaaS/CaaS solutions use different implementation technologies, several common capabilities (e.g., deployment, replication, health check, scaling, and network management) are provided in most popular PaaS/CaaS solutions. They provide elementary operations for managing each aspect (usually modeled as a microservice attribute) of a microservice. Because microservices are managed by PaaS/CaaS layers, they naturally benefit from these capabilities.

---

3 Depending on the case, PaaS may migrate or restart a application instance
4 Round-robin means that the router forwards each client request for a given route to each application instance in turn.
2.3 Continuous Delivery

As a software development discipline, Continuous delivery designates the ability to release every application changes into production. In the agile development, continuous delivery is a critical requirement. Without the ability to deliver small and frequent releases to end clients, the benefits of agile development cannot be fully realized. This requirement has lead to the notion of DevOps teams, that are composed of a mix of developers and administrators, or at least people that can do both work, for achieving continuous delivery.

The complete delivery process involves building the deployable packages, deploying and testing them in increasingly production-like environments, and finally deploying into production. To improve time efficiency and avoid human errors, DevOps teams need to automate this delivery process. The current best practice is to model the delivery process into a deployment pipeline. Several popular tools are available for setting up deployment pipelines, such as Jenkins, Concourse, GoCD.

The pipeline tool provides the utilities to construct a repeatable process through defining the steps and the connections between these steps. Each step is an elementary job with specified inputs, outputs, and properties. The pipeline tools support multiple types of connection between steps. The steps could be started either automatically as soon as the forward depending steps are completed successfully, or manually after a human approval.

Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical deployment pipeline. This pipeline automatically detects the code change of an application, when the change is detected, it retrieves the code from the Git server, builds an image, executes the automatic test, if the test passes, deploys the image to two PaaS sites in parallel, and finally executes a manual test to validate the deployment.

The pipeline tools give the DevOps teams the visibility and the controllability of the process execution. The pipeline usually provides a graphic interface to visualize the progress of the process execution. In addition, it shows whether the past steps have failed or succeeded. The DevOps teams can start, pause, and stop the pipeline during its execution. The DevOps teams can also define the automated behaviors in case of failures (e.g. stop

---

5Continuous deployment is a more constraining recommendation which requires that every application changes are deployed automatically into production
the pipeline, retry the current failing step, and/or continue with the following steps).
2.4 Motivation and Objectives

To highlight the motivations of this thesis, this section depicts the work that DevOps teams have to achieve to update microservices. Then the objectives of the thesis are described.

Let’s consider a common and easy case, updating the code of a single microservice currently running on a PaaS site. As presented in Section 2.2.3, each PaaS/CaaS solution provides its elementary reconfigurations operations for playing a direct in-place update of a microservice. Therefore, based on PaaS operations and the pipeline tools, automating such update requires the following work: write a simple script to call the correct PaaS operations, specify the execution environment of the script in the pipeline tool, and configure the pipeline to be triggered when it detects code changes. The work is quite straightforward until now, relying on the basic reconfiguration operations provided by PaaS solutions.

In the implementation of the update script, the DevOps teams needs to pay attention to the fact that the configuration of a microservice will evolve over time. The update script should not make specific assumption on such configuration. Moreover, if possible, the update script may be used to update various microservices. Thus, it is important to follow a good practice consisting in carefully separating all the microservice-specific configuration from the deployment scripts, so that the script is reusable for various microservices and easier to maintain.

After having implemented a script automating the update of a single microservice on one site, the DevOps teams needs to consider updates encompassing multiple sites. One reason is that the DevOps teams may need to deploy and test a change in multiple production-like environments before deploying it into production. Besides, production environments usually contains multiple sites to achieve high-availability and better performances. An important point is that these sites may use heterogeneous PaaS solutions. Deploying the microservices on heterogeneous PaaS avoids vendor lock-in and allows each microservice to choose independently the most appropriate platform. Therefore, the DevOps teams needs to be able to cope with different PaaS solutions when updating microservices.

Meanwhile, the DevOps teams also needs to consider the updates of multiple microservices on the different sites. Although microservices are supposed to have an independent lifecycle, the reality sensitively differs. In the evolution of applications, it is rarely the case that the contract between microservices always stays unchanged. In addition, the automation of the update of multiple microservices can facilitate the initial deployment and the topology changes.

6The rest of the document uses the term PaaS to represent PaaS/CaaS for simplifying the expression.
Additionally, there are two important and challenging requirements to be taken into account at update time: deployment constraints and failure repairs.

Any deployment or update may be subject to various functional (e.g., a microservice supporting only a single instance running) and non-functional (e.g., minimal downtime, limited resource cost) constraints. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the reconfiguration operations provided by PaaS solutions usually perform a direct in-place update of microservice, where the new version takes the place of the old one. This concretely means that a microservice update goes through stopping the microservice instances running the old version, installing the new code version, and re-deploying the new version instances. Therefore, the microservice cannot serve any customers requests during the update.

When the downtime is disallowed due to QoS constraints, the DevOps teams follow complex deployment patterns to update a running microservice. These patterns are called update strategies, as previously mentioned in this document. For example, to update with minimal downtime, the DevOps teams may choose BlueGreen strategy [1]. The BlueGreen strategy updates a microservice with zero downtime through deploying the new microservice instances before removing the old ones. However, the BlueGreen strategy consumes nearly double resource during the update. To decrease the resource cost, the DevOps teams may choose the Canary strategy [2]. The Canary strategy requires no additional resources with a reduced microservice performance, through processing in-place updates incrementally (e.g., instance by instance). In these strategies, through manipulating the lifecycle, the accessibility, and the instance number of multiple versions of the microservice, the DevOps teams controls the performance impact, the cost, and the duration of the update. The DevOps teams trades off between these dimensions of non-functional constraints. In practice, although it is not difficult for the DevOps teams to understand the idea of update strategies and choose the proper one for their update, the implementation of strategies is usually cumbersome. The implementation requires correctly controlling and coordinating multiple microservices on multiple sites. Additionally, update processes, and therefore update strategies, have to address the case of failures that occur at update time.

Overall, the work for DevOps teams depicted above demonstrates that it is challenging and error-prone to implement and maintain the automation of updates through a per-application script-based approach. This thesis endeavors to automate update processes in an application-independent manner. In other words, to facilitate implementing continuous delivery of microservices, the objective of the thesis is to propose a framework for efficiently and safely updating microservices deployed on heterogeneous PaaS platforms. The framework aims at supporting various PaaS platforms, various update strategies, and various failure repair operations.
2.5 Challenges

As presented in Section 2.4, the thesis aims at proposing a framework to automate the updates of microservices deployed on distributed PaaS sites. The challenges to address mainly come from the varieties of the update process regarding four dimensions: change types, PaaS solutions, update strategies, and failure cases.

The first challenge is to support all kinds of changes. Different kinds of changes may be performed in the application updates, mainly: code, configuration, architecture, or topology. The most common changes concern the code and/or the configuration of a microservice. The DevOps teams usually deliver several changes of code and/or configuration daily. Architectural changes mean to update the contract between microservices (such as access interfaces). The delivery of architectural changes is infrequent but more complicated. Such changes usually involve the updates of multiple microservices, requiring coordination between the update operations. Topological changes are relative to the migration of the microservices between different PaaS sites. Their processing involves the coordination between sites.

A second challenge is to cope with heterogeneous PaaS solutions. Each PaaS solution provides its specific microservice model and management operations. Therefore, if the automation of update processes is directly based on PaaS operations, it needs to be reimplemented for each PaaS solution. Using a uniform PaaS interface makes the automation works reusable for different PaaS solutions. However, this option requires the proposed interface to be compatible with various PaaS solutions.

In addition to deploying various changes on heterogeneous PaaS sites, another challenge is to support arbitrary update strategies. The reason is that different updates may impose different non-functional constraints. For example, a security patch is required to be delivered as soon as possible, while an experimental feature may be delivered slowly (e.g., first only delivered to small parts of customers and then propagated to the public). Thus, in addition to providing existing popular strategies, the update framework needs to allow DevOps teams to customize their own strategy.

Finally, the framework needs to properly help DevOps teams to manage (i.e., detecting, fixing) failures during the update. When a failure occur at the update time, the failed update process lets the microservices into an arbitrary state. The difficulty there is to help DevOps teams fixing the failure origin (e.g., disconnected network, corrupt servers, or erroneous microservice code), and to allow the impacted microservices to recover a functional state rapidly. Although the magic of automatically fixing all the failures is not attainable for the moment, the automation of common repair operations can greatly accelerate the fix and reduce further human errors.

To sum up, the framework needs to automate the updates of multiple
microservices on multiple sites based on the PaaS-provided operations which usually updates a microservice property on one site. In addition, the complex update strategies and failures recovery processes need to be automated. While providing a higher automation level, the framework should still leave the necessary control of the update process to the DevOps teams. Moreover, the framework is expected to be adaptable and extensible for various microservice changes, PaaS solutions, and update strategies.
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Changed customer requirements, fixed software bugs, or new security patches, are all changes that require to adapt the software defining an application, changing its code, its configuration, or the way its components are linked together. Once the new version of the application is defined, applications in production have to be updated accordingly.

To process these updates, an easy way is to shutdown the running old version, then reinstall the new version. However, this imposes some downtime, which does not fit with the requirements of many applications that require 24x7 service availability. To avoid or reduce downtime, dynamic update mechanisms have been considered, aiming at integrating the updates while an application keeps running [47].

This chapter starts by summarizing some main approaches for dynamic update. The objective of this first part is to explain why current approaches for dynamic updates are not directly considered in the microservice world.
In a second part, this chapter presents the approaches that are currently considered for the dynamic updates of microservices.

### 3.1 Existing approaches for dynamic software updates

According to the targeting application type, the existing research works of dynamic update can be categorized into four groups: DSU, components-oriented, and actors-oriented.

#### 3.1.1 DSU

Dynamic Software Update (DSU) refers to approaches allowing to upgrade a running process (i.e., changing its code to a new version) without any shutdown-restart cycle. Existing DSU techniques \cite{48, 49, 50} rely on writing patches that manipulate core data-structures (e.g., stack, heap, registers) and that rely on low-level capabilities provided by the operating system/runtime to manage code unlinking and relinking.

Overall, such techniques are useful but their limitations prevent using them for microservice updates. Firstly, they are often specific to a given programming language and/or operating system. Secondly, they focus on code upgrade (i.e., evolving the current code towards a new version). Finally, DSU techniques apply for updating a single monolithic component while microservices come with a distributed architecture.

#### 3.1.2 Components

Product component-oriented platforms such as OSGi \cite{51}, Spring \cite{52} or Eclipse RCP \cite{53} as well as research prototypes \cite{54, 55, 56, 57, 58} promote applications built from gluing together software components providing and requiring services. Most platforms support dynamic updates through allowing components to be stopped/restarted, created/destructed, and unbound/rebound at execution time.

However, components are more coupled than microservices, potentially sharing data-structures or code packages, and often not supporting the unavailability of the services they depend on. Therefore, in contrast to microservices, components bound together have dependent lifecycles which deeply impacts how updates may be carried out, due to the necessary management of collateral impacts. So far, to the best of our knowledge, component-based update mechanisms have not been adapted to programming patterns of microservices.
3.1.3 Actors

Frameworks such as Erlang [59], Scala [60] or Akka [61] promote actors that are small units supporting code updates at runtime through an approach called design for failure. This design allows any actor to be killed and restarted at any time. Updating an actor simply goes through killing, updating and restarting it. If other actors are impacted by the unavailability of the updated actor, they can just be killed and restarted as well.

To gain this kill-restart capability, actors developers follow programming patterns that are close to microservices patterns: actors should be stateless, they should only communicate through messages and be memory isolated, they should have an independent lifecycle.

However, actor frameworks impose a particular programming language and runtime. Although a constraint, the benefit is that updating/restarting an actor is fast (in the order of a few milliseconds). In contrast, microservices are heavyweight since they run within their full stack, assembled on-demand by the underlying PaaS platform, which imposes long update/restart times (up to several minutes). Consequently, high-availability concerns require more complex update strategies than a kill-restart approach.

3.2 Existing approaches for dynamic updates of Microservices

Nowadays, several frameworks (mostly industrial ones) intend to help DevOps teams to update their microservice applications, mainly by automating the update process. This section compares the approaches underlaying these frameworks. Section 3.2.1 introduces the grid we will use for the comparison. Then, the following sections presents four main existing automation frameworks: Spinnaker (Section 3.2.2), IBM UrbanCode (Section 3.2.3), AWS CodeDeploy (Section 3.2.4), and push2cloud (Section 3.2.5). Section 3.2.6 summarizes the current research works related to the management (deployment, update) of microservices. Finally, Section 3.2.7 summarizes the related work.

3.2.1 Comparison grid

To compare the usability of the considered frameworks, we analyze the usage effort considering four aspects:

- **automation level**: The automation level reflects the required effort for delivering an update, for the DevOps team. A high automation level requires less effort.
- **flexibility**: Flexibility denotes the capability of the framework to be extended to support specific needs of the DevOps team, especially in
terms of supporting new PaaS platforms, and considering new strategies.

- **reusability**: As presented in Section 2.5, an update process depends on various aspects (change types, PaaS solutions, and update strategies). Reusability denotes the capability of the framework to support updates different update cases.

- **robustness**: Failures inevitably occur during the update. We analyze the effort required to handle failures during the update with each framework, for the DevOps team.

### 3.2.2 Spinnaker

Spinnaker is an open source continuous delivery platform that help DevOps teams to automate the update of applications across multi-clouds.

Regarding the supported Cloud platforms, Spinnaker supports IaaS providers (AWS EC2, Google Compute Engine, Microsoft Azure, and OpenStack), PaaS providers (Google App Engine), and container orchestrators (Kubernetes, Google Container Engine).

Spinnaker enforces the principle of immutable infrastructure. Once the application is deployed, any change is disallowed on its infrastructure (virtual machines). An update process always deploys a new version of microservices on a new infrastructure. Therefore, Spinnaker does not support in-place updates, where new versions of microservice take the place of older versions.

Spinnaker models an update process as a pipeline. The pipeline consists of a sequence of (reconfiguration) steps. A step, called as a *stage* in Spinnaker, evolve an architectural aspect of a microservice (e.g., an attribute, a number of instances, its lifecycle state, etc.,). The DevOps team is in charge of constructing the pipeline by composing the steps provided by Spinnaker.

Each step is more precisely either an elementary action or a composed action. For each supported Cloud platform, Spinnaker provides specific elementary actions allowing to deploy, destroy, resize, enable or disable one microservice on one cloud platform. Spinnaker let the DevOps team construct the necessary pipelines when multiple microservices across multiple clouds have to be updated.

Besides elementary actions, an update process may also involve other operations or events, which are called *utility actions*. Spinnaker provides several utility actions (e.g., manual judgment, wait, run Jenkins job) to help linking the microservice management actions when constructing the pipeline.

---

1. The action *enable* (resp., *disable*) controls a microservice to start (resp., stop) receiving client requests.
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For common action compositions, Spinnaker packages them as built-in update strategies to make them easy to be reused in different pipelines. Regarding the update strategy, Spinnaker provides four update strategies:

- **BlueGreen**: deploy a new version, if health check passed, scale down and disable old version.
- **Highlander**: deploy a new version, when it is up and healthy, all old versions are removed automatically.
- **RollingPush**: gracefully delete old version instances, and replace them by new version instances.
- **Canary**: deploy a new version, send a small part of traffic to the new version, test the new version, if passed, scale up the new version. Finally, disable and remove the old version.

**Automation level**

This section reports on the usage effort for delivering a specific update with Spinnaker. Spinnaker requires the DevOps team to construct a pipeline for automating an update process.

Let’s consider a DevOps team managing two microservices ($M_1$ and $M_2$) on two sites ($site_1$ and $site_2$). The following part of the section reports on how the DevOps team automates the process of updating the microservice ($M_1$) deployed on two sites ($site_1$ and $site_2$) with the BlueGreen strategy.

In practice, the DevOps team first needs to create the model of the microservice $M_1$ by specifying its metadata, such as name, code location (a git repository), and cloud sites accounts. Then, the DevOps team creates a pipeline as shown in **Figure 3.1**.

![Figure 3.1: Spinnaker example pipeline: update $M_1$ on $site_1$ and $site_2$ with BlueGreen strategy](image)

This pipeline includes a trigger step ($M1 Github trigger$) so that it can be automatically started when $M_1$’s code is updated. Then, the steps for deploying $M_1$ on $site_1$ and $site_2$ with BlueGreen (BG) strategy are specified to be executed in parallel. After these steps, the DevOps team added a step of human verification. Finally, the DevOps team added the steps for removing the old version.

---

2The BlueGreen strategy is called as Red-Black in Spinnaker
Flexibility

As Spinnaker lets DevOps teams compose the update pipeline, DevOps teams can orchestrate an update process in their own way. However, DevOps teams have to compose the pipeline with the steps templates provided by Spinnaker.

In terms of cloud platforms, it is a challenging work to support a new one in Spinnaker. It requires the DevOps team to map the model of a microservices application, implement the elementary actions and update strategies, and integrate these with Spinnaker modules. Currently, Spinnaker does not provide any documentation for supporting new cloud platforms.

Regarding extending the set of strategies, the DevOps team can define a strategy by specifying a sequence of steps, but this sequence should target one microservice on one site. Notice that currently, Spinnaker only supports customized strategies on limited cloud platforms (Amazon Web Service and Google Compute Engine). In addition, Spinnaker does not provide a comprehensive document for customizing a strategy.

Reusability

The previous pipeline (Figure 3.1) updates the code of the microservice $M_1$. This pipeline also works in case of updating microservice configurations. Thanks to the immutable principle, updating any changes requires the same actions workflow. By simply modifying the configuration file $^3$ specified in the steps `deploy(BG)` in Figure 3.1 and starting the pipeline, the pipeline can update $M_1$ to the new version of the configuration. Therefore, Spinnaker pipelines can be reusable for various changes in case of updating the same microservice on the same site.

However, the Spinnaker pipeline is hardly adaptable to various architectural changes and topological changes. The architectural (resp. topological) changes involve the update of multiple microservices (resp. sites). As demonstrated, each step is in charge of updating a specific microservice on a specific site. Therefore, the architectural changes and topological changes require the DevOps team to construct specific pipelines. In addition, it is complex to directly reuse a Spinnaker pipeline for another microservice, as microservice-specifics and site-specifics parameters are integrated into each step of the pipeline.

To sum up, a Spinnaker pipeline is hardly reusable across microservices and sites. This disadvantage may be improved by a feature under development: pipeline templates [63]. However, given that the definitions of elementary actions are specific to each cloud provider, a reusable pipeline across cloud providers will still be difficult to be implemented.

$^3$Besides the static file, the DevOps team can also specify the microservice configuration as a dynamic input of the pipeline [62].
Robustness

Spinnaker automates the rollback of a microservice update. It provides the elementary step rollback by re-enabling the old version and disabling the failed new version for a given microservice.

Moreover, Spinnaker supports re-triggering a failed step to fix some failures. For the failures which occur during a non-idempotent action (e.g., deploy), it is usually complex to automatically resume the process from an intermediate state. In such cases, an easier solution is to perform a rollback, then re-trigger the update pipeline.

Figure 3.2: Spinnaker example pipeline: update $M_1$ on site1 and site2 with automatic rollback

3.2.3 IBM UrbanCode Deploy

IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) is a proprietary commercial tool for automating application deployment on multiple clouds. Regarding supported cloud platforms, UCD supports both IaaS providers (IBM SoftLayer, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, VMware vCenter, and OpenStack-based clouds) and PaaS providers (IBM Bluemix).

UCD provides a graphical flowchart tool to construct pipelines for automating update processes. Similar to Spinnaker, an update pipeline consists of (reconfiguration) steps. The DevOps team is in charge of constructing the pipeline by composing the steps.

In UCD, each step is either provided by the DevOps team (as a custom script) or by third-party plug-ins. UCD provides a great number of plug-ins. For example, Git plugin enables the DevOps team to automatically retrieve microservice artifacts from a Git source-code management repository. The Cloud Foundry plugin provides the Cloud Foundry command line utility to manage a microservice on a target Cloud Foundry platform.

In terms of update strategies, UCD does not provide pre-defined strategies.

---

4UCD calls a microservice as a component, a site as an environment
Automation level

We use the example described in Section 3.2.2 (updating $M_1$ on $site_1$ and $site_2$ with BlueGreen strategy) to consider the usage effort for automating a specific update process.

The DevOps team first needs to create the model for the microservice $M_1$ by specifying its properties (e.g., name, source code repository). Then, the DevOps team can construct the pipeline that updates $M_1$ with the BlueGreen strategy, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this pipeline, the DevOps team uses the steps provided by the UCD Cloud Foundry plug-in. This plug-in provides Cloud Foundry operations for managing microservice attributes.

![UCD example pipeline: update $M_1$ on $site_1$ and $site_2$ with BlueGreen strategy](image)

Flexibility

Similar to Spinnaker (presented in Section 3.2.2), UCD also lets the DevOps team orchestrate the update process. Meanwhile, UCD makes it easier for the DevOps team to define custom steps. Indeed, the DevOps team can easily define a step as a script.

In terms of cloud platforms, UCD allows the DevOps team to support a new platform by defining a dedicated plug-in. UCD provides documents and examples for implementing such a plug-in.

Regarding update strategies, UCD lets the DevOps team define strategies through the concept of process template. A process template is a sequence of steps taking the managed microservices and associated cloud sites as dynamic input.
Reusability

UCD allows a process template to be reused in different pipelines. However, as the steps definition is specific to a cloud solution, a process template is not reusable across cloud solutions.

For example, taken the previous example pipeline (Figure 3.3), the DevOps team can define a process template as shown in Figure 3.4. This process template updates a microservice on a site with the BlueGreen strategy. It takes the model of the microservice to update and its associated site as input. Based on this process template, the previous pipeline can be simplified as shown in figure Figure 3.5.

Robustness

UCD helps the DevOps team to handle update failures through retry and rollback mechanisms. The DevOps team can add automated tests in the update process to verify if a step succeeded or failed. In addition, the DevOps team can specify the steps to process in case of failure or success of a previous step.

If a failed update leaves the microservices deployment into an intermediate state, the DevOps team can rollback the failed microservices, then re-run the update process from the beginning. UCD provides two types of rollback
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Figure 3.5: UCD example pipeline based on the BlueGreen process template

steps: rollback to a snapshot or rollback a failed update. The process of rolling back to a snapshot uses the snapshot to determine the microservice versions to roll back to, and removes the microservice versions which are not defined in the snapshot. The process of rolling back a failed update redeploy the previous version of the microservice before the execution of the update process.

3.2.4 AWS CodeDeploy

AWS CodeDeploy is a deployment service that automates microservice deployment on Amazon EC2 instances. This is a solution specific to the Amazon Web Service cloud.

AWS CodeDeploy supports three types of update strategies: in-place update, rolling update, and BlueGreen. The in-place update strategy first stops the old version instances then deploys the new version on the same instances. The rolling update strategy enables the user to configure the number of instances to be in-place updated at a time. The BlueGreen strategy creates new instances, deploys the new version on created instances, redirect the client requests to the new version and removes the old instances.

In terms of flexibility, AWS CodeDeploy does not support customizing strategies, neither extending the supported cloud platforms to extra cloud providers.

Strategies involve elementary operations that manipulate microservices. To deal with the specificities of each microservice, the DevOps team can extend some operations such as the build, install, and start scripts. More precisely, AWS CodeDeploy models an update process as a workflow consisting of a set of events hooks: build, download, beforeInstall, install, afterInstall, start, validate, stop, beforeBlockTraffic, blockTraffic, afterBlockTraffic, beforeAllowTraffic, allowTraffic, afterAllowTraffic. The DevOps team is in charge of providing the scripts for the different hooks, if specific actions have to be processed upon these events.
In case of failures, AWS CodeDeploy enables the DevOps team to stop an update, and provides a rollback capability for the updates processed with the BlueGreen strategy only.

### 3.2.5 Push2cloud

The framework push2cloud relies on an architecture-based approach for updating multiple microservices deployed on one single PaaS site. Currently, push2cloud only supports one PaaS platform: Cloud Foundry.

As with the previous frameworks, push2cloud models an update process as a sequence of (reconfiguration) steps. However, update processes are not defined by the DevOps teams, they are determined by a chosen strategy. Indeed, the DevOps team only needs to provide the desired microservices architecture and specify a chosen strategy to process an update.

Push2cloud provides DevOps teams with the following strategies:

- **Simple**: deploys all desired microservices. The strategy is used for the initial deployment of the microservices application.
- **Redeploy**: removes all the current microservices and deploys the desired microservices.
- **BlueGreen**: deploys the new version of the microservices while the old versions running, after the new versions deployed, removes the old versions.

Strategy are internally defined as JavaScript code files. Thus, the workflow of reconfiguration steps involved by a strategy are programmed as sequences of JavaScript instructions that update one or several microservices on one PaaS site.

#### Automation level

We consider here the usage effort for updating the application described in Section 3.2.2 (updating $M_1$ on $site_1$ and $site_2$ with the BlueGreen strategy) through the push2cloud framework.

The managed application consists of two microservices ($M_1$ and $M_2$) on two sites ($site_1$ and $site_2$). The DevOps team first needs to describe the desired architecture of the application. Push2cloud models a desired architecture as the combination of three models, expressed through three manifest files: microservice manifests (attributes of each microservice), release manifest (the microservices which compose the application), and deployment manifest (deployment configuration of the PaaS site).

As previously said, push2cloud only updates microservices deployed on one PaaS site. To issue an update on $site_1$, the DevOps team first requests push2cloud to generate the desired architecture $A-site1$ through
merging and normalizing the manifests ($M_1.json$, $M_2.json$, $app.json$, and $site_1.json$). Then, the DevOps team can issue the update command by specifying the desired architecture $A-site_1$ and the strategy BlueGreen. Updating $site_2$ also requires processing these two commands.

During the execution of an update, push2cloud first identifies the updated microservice ($M_1$), deploys the new version of $M_1$, verifies it running, redirects client requests to the new version, and removes the old version as specified in the strategy file $bluegreen.js$.

**Flexibility**

As said in Section 3.2.5, the DevOps team does not have to define the steps of an update process. This simplifies the work of the DevOps team to process an update. However, it also reduces the capacities of the DevOps team to control the update process.

For instance, the DevOps team cannot integrate customized tasks during an update process, such as human approval steps. Indeed, push2cloud automatically generates the update process from the given strategy and target architecture, and runs the entire process from the beginning to the end.

To customize an update process, DevOps team may program their proper strategy in JavaScript. Elementary reconfiguration operations wrapping Cloud Foundry operations (e.g., create, upload, compile and start microservice etc) are made available. However, push2cloud does not provide any comprehensive documentation for this.

In terms of cloud platforms, push2cloud only supports the Cloud Foundry PaaS, but it claims to be able to be extended to support other platforms. Nevertheless, it is not an easy work. First, the microservices architectural model defined by push2cloud is based on the Cloud Foundry microservice model. The model may not be easily adaptable to other PaaS solutions, as each PaaS solution defines its proper attributes. Second, all the strategies needs to be re-implemented for other PaaS solutions, as the current implementation of strategies is based on specific PaaS operations. As it can be difficult to adapt these operations to other PaaS, the strategies implementations can be considered as staying specific to each PaaS solution.

**Reusability**

The behavior of a push2cloud update process is defined by the chosen strategy. A push2cloud strategy is microservice-independent. Taking the previous example, in case of updating another microservice $M_2$, the DevOps team can directly reuse the BlueGreen strategy. In addition, a push2cloud strategy is independent of the microservices application architecture.

However, push2cloud only allow to update microservices deployed on a single PaaS site. Therefore, the management of updates across sites (e.g.,
migrating between two sites) is left to the DevOps team.

**Robustness**

Push2cloud provides configurable parameters (timeout, retry, grace period) for all its provided operations. The parameter *grace period* refers to the duration for checking a microservice health after it is started. The push2cloud identifies an application as correctly deployed if no failures are detected during the grace period.

When an update process is failed in the middle of the execution, the microservices application is left into an intermediate state. Some strategies (*Simple* and *BlueGreen*) cannot update the microservices from an intermediate state. In such cases, the DevOps team has three options:

- manually resumes the update process by directly using elementary Cloud Foundry commands.

- manually rolls back to the previous state by removing the failed microservices through executing dedicated Cloud Foundry commands, then re-issues the push2cloud update.

- re-issues the push2cloud update with the strategy *Redeploy*. The strategy *Redeploy* can update the microservices from any intermediate state. However, it imposes microservice downtime because it stops and undeploys all microservices before redeploying them.

**3.2.6 Other related approaches for managing Microservices**

Beside industrial frameworks, there are also a few on-going research works related to microservices and their management.

Especially, [64] automates the configuration and the deployment of microservices. The proposed framework calculates an optimal target architecture satisfying user requirements and minimizing the number of used virtual machines. Then, it generates the sequence of deployment actions for automating the deployment of this target architecture on an IaaS provider. Compared to the issue addressed in this thesis, this framework only manages the initial deployment of microservices on single IaaS provider (i.e., OpenStack). The case of updating an existing deployment is not considered.

Inspired by [64], [65] proposes a similar approach which automates the update of microservices deployment through a goal-oriented approach. The proposed framework generates an optimal target architecture, then proceeds to the deployment if the target is agreed by the DevOps team. A main limitation of the approach is that it implies microservices to be programmed in the particular language Jolie [66], and deployed on a particular IaaS provider (i.e., Amazon AWS EC2). Although its deployment principle can
be extended to other microservices programming languages and cloud platforms, the complexity of these varieties (i.e., deploying microservices written in various languages and using heterogeneous operations provided by various cloud solutions) is not considered. In addition, the proposed framework does not consider update strategies. Therefore, its deployment process is simply to remove old versions microservices, install new versions, and configure the dependencies between deployed microservices.

Other works, \[67, 68, 69\] have introduced formalisms for automating deployment processes, but they consider components having dependent life-cycles and focus on the management of dependencies.

Finally, \[70\] investigates the problem of synthesizing a plan for deploying a target architecture for cloud components, considering capacity constraints and conflicts. It formalizes the problem of deploying a cloud application as the problem of planning a sequence of actions reaching a given target architecture. This work only considers the initial deployment of a cloud application.

### 3.2.7 Summary

**Update process** All the previously considered frameworks aim at simplifying the processing of microservices updates. Spinnaker and UCD manage updates on multi-clouds, while AWS CodeDeploy and push2cloud only manage mono-site updates. In addition, the pipeline of AWS CodeDeploy only updates a single microservice.

Both Spinnaker and UCD provide an imperative usage for the DevOps team. That is, the DevOps team defines how to process each updates, in terms of pipelines composed of a sequence of reconfiguration steps. Pre-defined set of step templates are provided. AWS CodeDeploy adopts a quite different approach, more event-based, through providing predefined update pipelines associated to customizable hooks. Push2cloud provides a declarative approach, allowing the DevOps team to only describe the target architecture (multi-microservices but mono-site) and a strategy for updating the application.

**Automation level** Each framework provides an interface exposing update operations that work at a particular level of abstraction. The DevOps team uses this interface to define specific update processes.

Figure 3.6 illustrates some different levels of interfaces. Figure 3.6(a) shows an interface that is at the level of elementary PaaS operations, allowing to manipulate a single attribute of a microservice on one PaaS site. The interface shown in Figure 3.6(b) allows to manipulate a microservice as a whole, automating the update of multiple attributes. The next level interface targets multiple microservices on one PaaS site (shown in Figure 3.6(c)) or multi-microservices on multi-sites (shown in Figure 3.6(d)).
Flexibility  The DevOps team needs not only automation to easily deliver updates, but also flexibility to satisfy specific needs.

To extend the supported cloud platforms, Spinnaker and UCD require to program a new version of the reconfiguration steps according to the newly considered PaaS. Push2cloud does not provide native support for extending the set of supported PaaS.

To extend the supported strategies, Spinnaker allows the DevOps team to customize strategies by defining new scripts composed of reconfiguration steps. UCD also allows customizing strategies, through the concept of process template. In push2cloud, customizing a strategy requires to program the according update workflow based on elementary PaaS operations. AWS CodeDeploy does not support extending the set of supported cloud platforms and strategies.

Reusability In Spinnaker, the user-defined pipelines are application-dependent and PaaS-dependent. Thanks to the immutable principle, the defined pipelines can be adaptable to the changes of various attributes.
However, the architectural and topological changes requires to construct specific pipelines. UCD makes the user-defined pipelines easier to be reused through the feature of process template. However, it disallows to reuse the pipelines across PaaS solutions. The update process defined in AWS CodeDeploy is application-specific. As a declarative approach, the update process of push2cloud is application-independent and change-independent. To reuse the update process on other PaaS solutions is still challenging for the moment.

**Robustness**  Regarding failures, all the considered frameworks integrate a retry capability to fix transient failures, such as a short-lived network disconnection. Such failures are thus quite transparently managed for the DevOps team. Non-transient failures, such as hardware or software crashes (e.g., machine crash or microservice crash), are harder to manage. When such failures interrupt an update process, the microservices are left into an intermediate state. It should be noted here that script-based approaches are usually not idempotent (except Spinnaker that adopts an immutable approach), which prevents restarting an interrupted script after a failure. On the contrary, failures often require either to rollback-restart the entire update process, or to analyze the current state of the microservices to determine how to continue. Thus, for non-transient failures, the DevOps team should either manually continue the update process, or rollback to a previous stable state and rerun the pipeline. Only Spinnaker, UCD and AWS CodeDeploy automate the rollback process.

**Conclusion**  Table 3.1 summarizes the considered update frameworks in terms of the update process model, the automation level, the flexibility, the reusability, and the robustness aspects.

To conclude, in terms of automation level and reusability, the architecture-based approach proposed by push2cloud requires the less usage effort for the DevOps team, compared to imperative approaches used by Spinnaker, UCD, and AWS CodeDeploy. However, push2cloud does not fully exploit the potential of an architecture-based approach, mainly because update processes are not defined at an architectural level. They are defined as sequences of JavaScript instructions that do not follow any particular programming model. Accordingly, push2cloud provides DevOps teams with a low level of control or observability over update processes.

Apart from push2cloud, most existing frameworks adopt a script-based approach to update a microservice application, where DevOps teams specify a pipeline of low-level operations to execute. The main limitation is certainly that script-based approaches are imperative, leading to the following limitations or constraints:

- First, DevOps teams often have to compose the scripts, which faces
the usual coding and debugging challenges.

- Second, they need to check that scripts are compatible with the current state of the microservices to update.

- Third, they have to make sure that applying such scripts will produce the desired target architecture.

- Fourth, in case of failures, script-based approaches are usually not idempotent \(^5\), which requires either to rollback-restart the entire update process, or to analyze the failure to determine how to restart forward, potentially requiring to adapt the scripts.

\(^5\)To gain such rollback capability without strongly increasing the complexity of scripts, Spinnaker adopts an immutable approach. However, this induces unavoidable additional resources cost at update time, preventing using any update strategy delivering a zero-cost property.
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This chapter presents our proposition: an automation framework named DMU (Declarative Microservices Update), allowing to update microservices running on heterogeneous PaaS platforms, in an automatic manner. This framework allows DevOps teams to launch update processes evolving a set of microservices from their current architecture toward a desired target architecture given as input. The architectural changes supported by our DMU framework include usual architectural changes, typically: code version, environment variables, instance number of one or multiple microservices (detailed in Section 2.5).

The essential property of the DMU framework is that it integrates the concept of strategies, aiming at taking care of the SLA properties of the
Proposition

microservices during the overall update process. Most microservices are indeed subject to non-functional requirements (i.e., a specific SLA trade-off) in terms of availability, performance and resource consumption and it is important to keep these properties during an update session.

Concretely, a strategy determines the path of intermediate architectures that will be followed to update microservices while maintaining some non-functional requirements. For instance, considering an update migrating a set of microservices from site $S_a$ to site $S_b$, a first strategy, focusing on minimizing resource consumption, may remove the microservices on site $S_a$ before recreating them on site $S_b$. Another strategy, favoring the service availability, may create new microservice instances on site $S_b$ before removing old instances on site $S_a$.

Overall, the proposed DMU framework allows a DevOps team to update microservices through simply giving as input: 1) a desired target architecture and 2) a chosen strategy. The target architecture defines how microservices instances are to be spread over the PaaS sites and what are their expected configuration (attributes values). The strategy determines how to reach the target architecture such as to preserve some SLA properties.

In the following of this chapter, we will describe in details how the DMU framework supports such strategy-driven updates. The organization is as follows. Section 4.1 presents the usage principles of the framework. Section 4.2 presents the architectural model of the DMU framework, used to express a target architecture for a microservice application to update. Section 4.3 defines the concept of strategy, and describes an update protocol integrating such concept. Section 4.4 presents the strategy programming model. Finally, Section 4.5 addresses the robustness aspect, explaining how the DMU framework handles faults that may occur at update time.
4.1 Usage Principles

Three main kinds of users may interact with the DMU framework, reflecting the three main roles involved: the microservice manager, the strategy programmer and the PaaS connector programmer.

- The microservice manager refers to the DevOps team that uses the DMU framework to deploy and update microservices on a set of distributed PaaS platforms. For any microservice to update, the microservice manager specifies the target architecture along with the chosen strategy. In the following of this document, we may use indifferently the terms microservice manager or DevOps team.

- The strategy programmer refers to the developer of update strategies. The DMU framework provides a set of predefined update strategies, that can be extended over time and/or specialized for the account of dedicated applications. New strategies may be defined to take into account new SLA constraints, or to deal with the specificities of a particular microservice application. Strategies are programmed as Java classes following some particular programming patterns, that will be described in the following of this chapter.

- The PaaS connector programmer refers to the person in charge of integrating new PaaS platforms as back-ends of the DMU framework, in order to allow updating microservices running on heterogeneous PaaS platforms. As for strategies, the DMU framework supports a predefined set of PaaS platforms (Cloud Foundry, Heroku), that can be extended over time. Integrating a new PaaS platform goes through defining the mapping between the PaaS specific commands and a generic canonical PaaS interface that is described in the following of this chapter.

Figure 4.1 schematizes these roles. The right side of the figure illustrates distributed PaaS platforms hosting microservices that the microservice manager wish to deploy or update with the DMU framework.

From an operational point of view, the microservice manager that wants to update a microservice application should firstly launch the DMU framework. This can be done on any host as the DMU framework is a standalone execution unit. The only constraint to care about is that the DMU framework requires a network connection towards the PaaS sites hosting the microservices to update.

Through the DMU framework, the microservices manager can invoke two main commands:
Figure 4.1: Involved roles around the DMU framework (operational view)

- a pull command allowing to get the current architecture of an application,
- a push command updating an application towards a given target architecture, following a given strategy.

Each time the push command is triggered, an update process is launched. The microservices manager may then follow the processing of this process, step by step, if desired. (S)he may observe the evolution of the architectural state of the microservices. This architectural state is expressed through a dedicated microservice architecture model, that is presented in the following section.
4.2 Architectural Model

This section defines the notion of microservice architecture that is central to the DMU framework. For simplicity, we simply use the term architecture in the following of the document. Section 4.2.1 describes how we modelise an architecture in terms of data-structure. Then, Section 4.2.2 presents the elementary operations allowing to manipulate an architecture data-structure. Finally, Section 4.2.3 proposes a basic protocol relying on these elementary operations, allowing a DevOps team to introspect and/or reconfigure a microservice application.

4.2.1 Data-Structure

Listing 4.1 shows the data structure that models the architecture of a microservices application. Overall, this data-structure specifies how microservices are deployed on PaaS sites and how they are configured (Listing 4.1).

More precisely, in the given data-structure, the microservices belongs to an application whose identifier is \(appid\) (we assume that any application is uniquely identified). Each site architecture corresponds to a PaaS site, uniquely identified as well (\(siteid\)). A site architecture specifies how to access the site and which microservices are deployed on the site. Typically, the site accessInfo contains the url of site endpoint and the user credentials for accessing the site.

| Architecture = (String appid, Set<Site>); |
| Site = (String siteid, Set<String attr, String val> accessInfo, Set<Microservice>); |
| Microservice = (String msid, Set<String attr, String val>); |

Listing 4.1: Architecture model

A microservice architecture describes a given microservice deployed on a given PaaS site. We assume that any microservice is uniquely identified (\(msid\) identifier). We also assume that the current architectural state of such microservice can be expressed as a set of (attribute, value) pairs, including both PaaS-common and PaaS-specific configuration attributes. PaaS-common attributes include attributes that we identified as being common to existing PaaS platforms [36, 35, 34, 32, 40]. These common attributes mainly correspond to the following ones:

1. **name** - symbolic name of the microservice.
2. **code** - link to the place where the code \(^2\) of the microservice can be found.

\(^1\) appid, siteid and msid respectively identify a microservice application, a PaaS site, and a microservice.

\(^2\)The code here means not necessarily the source code of the microservice. It can be any package format required to be uploaded to PaaS for deploying the microservice. For example, in case of a microservice on Kubernetes, the attribute describes the container image of the microservice.
3. \textit{state} - lifecycle state for the microservice:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item \textit{CREATED}: the microservice is created.
   \item \textit{RUNNING}: the microservice is running.
   \item \textit{FAILED}: the microservice is failed.
   \end{itemize}

4. \textit{nbInstances} - number of instances of the microservice.

Figure 4.2 illustrates an application architecture composed of two microservices ($m_1$ and $m_2$) deployed both on two heterogeneous sites ($site_1$ and $site_2$) and a third microservice $m_3$ only deployed on $site_2$. Notice that the architecture of the microservice $m_1$ is different across different sites (e.g., $site_1$ and $site_2$) in terms of the attribute value (e.g., the value of \textit{instances}) and the attributes definition (e.g., \textit{memory} on $site_2$).

Figure 4.2: An example of microservices architecture

As previously said, the set of key-value pairs describing a microservice is extensible. Especially, each PaaS solution can extend pre-defined attributes with additional ones in the model. For example, only the PaaS solution of $site_2$ in the example requires the attribute \textit{memory} which specifies the memory quota of each microservice instance, while $site_1$ does not require this information.

A last important point to precise regarding the data-structure modeling a microservice is that this data-structure is used both to portray the current and the target architectures of a microservice.

4.2.2 Elementary Operations

To manipulate microservices, the DMU framework relies on the operations provided by PaaS sites (through their API and/or CLI). Although different
PaaS platforms provide syntactically different operations, they mostly share a common semantics. We abstract this semantics through a set of canonical \textit{PaaSOperations} allowing to manipulate a microservice architecture. Following a CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) approach [71], this canonical (Listing 4.2) allows to add, get, modify and remove microservices.

Specifically, the canonical operations behave as follows:

- \textit{get}: returns the architecture of the microservices currently deployed on the given PaaS site and associated to the application \textit{appid}.
- \textit{add}: deploys a new microservice for the account of the application \textit{appid}.
- \textit{remove}: deletes an existing microservice for the account of the application \textit{appid}.
- \textit{modify}: evolves the attributes of a microservice deployed for the account of the application \textit{appid}. This operation takes as input the current and target attributes of the microservice to modify.

For each PaaS platform managed by the DMU framework, the PaaS-specific implementation of this canonical interface (called \textit{PaaS connector}) should be defined. Currently, we provide the implementations of the \textit{PaaS connector} for the Cloud Foundry, Heroku, and Kubernetes PaaS platforms in the open-source prototype of the DMU framework [72]. As an illustration, we explain here the implementation of Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry PaaS connectors.

Regarding the PaaS Kubernetes, the \textit{PaaSconnector} interface is in fact directly mapped on Kubernetes configuration commands: \textit{create}, \textit{delete}, \textit{replace} and \textit{get}, such commands being based on a CRUD approach as our canonical interface.

Regarding the PaaS Cloud Foundry, it is a bit less direct. For the canonical operations \textit{get}, \textit{add}, and \textit{remove}, Cloud Foundry provides corresponding operations. The operation \textit{modify} is a bit more complex to implement.

```java
interface PaaSOperations{
    Set<Microservice> get(String appid);
    int add(String appid, Microservice m);
    int remove(String appid, Microservice m);
    int modify(String appid, Microservice m, Microservice mnext); "
}
```

Listing 4.2: Architecture manipulation (PaaSOperation interface)

\textsuperscript{*}To ensure \textit{m} and \textit{mnext} describe the same microservice, \textit{m.id} is enforced to be equal to \textit{mnext.id} at the beginning of the function.
because Cloud Foundry provides distinct operations to update specific attribute(s). Therefore, depending on the change to apply on the microservice, the operation \textit{modify} requires different Cloud Foundry operations workflows. The following pseudo-code (Listing 4.3) shows the implementation of the \textit{modify} operation. By comparing the attributes’ value between the current \((m)\) and desired \((m_{\text{next}})\) microservice architecture, it determines the sequence of Cloud Foundry operations to process.

\begin{verbatim}
CloudFoundryConnector.modify(m, m_{\text{next}}) {
    Workflow modifyWF = new SerialWorkflow();
    IF (dif(m, m_{\text{next}}, code)):
        modifyWF.addStep(uploadCode(m.id, m_{\text{next}}.code));
        m.code = m_{\text{next}}.code;
        m.state = UPLOADED;
    boolean needRecompile = false;
    IF (dif(m, m_{\text{next}}, env)):
        modifyWF.addStep(updateEnv(m, m_{\text{next}}));
        m.env = m_{\text{next}}.env;
    IF (dif(m, m_{\text{next}}, services)):
        modifyWF.addStep(updateServices(m, m_{\text{next}}));
        m.services = m_{\text{next}}.services;
    IF (needRecompile AND isCompiled(m)):
        modifyWF.addStep(recompile(m));
        m.state = STAGING;
    Set<Route> addedRoutes = m_{\text{next}}.routes \ m.routes;
    IF (addedRoutes NOT EMPTY):
        modifyWF.addStep(addRoutes(addedRoutes));
        m.routes = m.routes \ addedRoutes;
    Set<Route> removedRoutes = m.routes \ m_{\text{next}}.routes;
    IF (removedRoutes NOT EMPTY):
        modifyWF.addStep(removeRoutes(removedRoutes));
        m.routes = m.routes \ removedRoutes;
    IF (dif(m, m_{\text{next}}, nbInstances)):
        modifyWF.addStep(scaleNbInstances(m, m_{\text{next}}));
        m.nbInstances = m_{\text{next}}.nbInstances;
    IF (dif(m, m_{\text{next}}, state)):
        modifyWF.addStep(updateStateAutomaton(m, m_{\text{next}}));
        m.state = m_{\text{next}}.state;
    return modifyWF;
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 4.3: CloudFoundry modify operation

4.2.3 Introspection and Reconfiguration of a Microservice Application

Relying on the \textit{PaaSOperations} interface, the DMU framework defines two main introspection and reconfiguration functions:

- \textit{introspect(appId, List < Site >)}: retrieve the current architecture of a given microservice application deployed on the given PaaS sites.
- \textit{reconfigure(appId, arch)}: reconfigure a given microservice application towards the given architecture \((arch)\). This \textit{reconfigure} function is
strategy-unaware, meaning that it reconfigures the application towards the given architecture arch through the most direct path, without trying to protect any SLA properties.

The function introspect is implemented as shown in Listing 4.4. It retrieves the currently existing microservices on each site by calling the get function of the PaaSOperations interface.

```java
introspect(app_id, List<Site> sites) {
    // create an empty architecture model
    Architecture Acurrent = new Architecture();
    // get the microservices on each site
    for (PaaSSiteAccess site : sites) {
        // get the PaaSOperation implementation class based on the type of site
        PaaSOperations op = Class.forName(site.type).newInstance(site);
        // retrieve the microservices currently managed by a site
        List<Microservice> microservices = op.get(app_id);
        Acurrent.add(site, microservices);
    }
    return Acurrent;
}
```

Listing 4.4: Core introspect protocol

The function reconfigure is defined as shown in Listing 4.5. For each site, the reconfigure function firstly computes an architectural diff between the target and current architecture, determining the set of microservices to reconfigure (i.e. added, removed, or modified). For each microservice to reconfigure, the corresponding canonical operation (from the interface PaaSOperation) is added to a per-site workflow. These workflows are finally processed, on all sites in parallel.

Any canonical operation that is processed on a given PaaS site is translated into its PaaS-specific version. For instance, let’s consider the usecase illustrated by Figure 4.3. To upgrade the microservice m to the next code version (modeled as m′) deployed on two PaaS sites S_a (Cloud Foundry) and S_b (Heroku), the reconfigure function behaves as follows:

- First, for the site S_a, it compares the microservices on S_a in the model of the target architecture (i.e., m′) and the current architecture (i.e., m); it finds that changeSet contains only a modified microservice.
- Since changeSet does not contain any added or removed microservices, it only adds the operation CloudFoundry.modify(m, m′).
- The previous steps are executed similarly for S_b, adding the operation Heroku.modify(m, m′).

3Notice that, when processing a get operation, the concerned PaaS may be processing another operation. For consistency purposes, a PaaS connector implementation should ensure to get a stable snapshot of the microservice architecture (i.e., wait for in-processing operations to finish).
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```java
prop reconfigure(Acurrent, Atarget) {
    Workflow reconfigure = new ParallelWorkflow();
    // get the reconfiguration workflow for each site
    for (PaaS SiteAccess site : desiredArchitecture.listPaaS Sites()) {
        Workflow reconfigSite = new ParallelWorkflow();
        // compare the microservices on the site in current and target architecture
        ChangeSet changeSet = diff(Acurrent[site], Atarget[site]);
        // get the PaaSOperation implementation class based on the type of site
        PaaSOperations op = Class.forName(site.type).newInstance(site);
        // call the add operation for all added microservices
        for (Microservice addedMs : changeSet.addedMs()) {
            reconfigSite.addStep(op.add(addedMs));
        }
        // call the remove operation for all removed microservices
        for (Microservice removedMs : changeSet.removedMs()) {
            reconfigSite.addStep(op.remove(removedMs));
        }
        // call the modify operation for all modified microservices
        for (Entry<Microservice, Microservice> modifiedMs : changeSet.modifiedMs()) {
            reconfigSite.addStep(op.modify(modifiedMs.getKey(), modifiedMs.getValue()));
        }
        // add the site reconfiguration workflow to the entire reconfiguration workflow
        reconfigure.addStep(reconfigSite);
    }
    // execute the reconfiguration workflow
    reconfigure.exec();
}
```

Listing 4.5: Core reconfigure protocol

- These two operations are added to the workflow `reconfigure`.
- During the execution of the workflow, the CloudFloundry and Heroku connectors respectively invoke the sequence of PaaS specific operations corresponding to the `modify` operation.
- Finally, the `reconfigure` function waits for the result of these PaaS operations and returns.

Thus, so far, the DMU framework provides an introspect and a reconfigure operations. One can ask why updating a microservice application is not just reconfiguring the application towards a desired target architectures, as shown in Listing 4.6. We call such update as a strategy-less update (shown in Figure 4.4). The reply is the following: reconfiguring a microservice application relies on processing `add`, `remove` and `modify` canonical operations on the concerned microservices. Regarding the `modify` operation that allows to change the configuration of a running microservice `m`, most PaaS, including Cloud Foundry and Heroku, imply to follow the following three main steps:

- (1) stopping `m` (`m` should indeed be stopped before updating its code),
- (2) uploading the code of `m'`,
Figure 4.3: An example reconfigure for upgrading microservice code

- (3) starting $m'$.

Such processing, taking several minutes in average (because of the code downloading), introduces a significant downtime for the updated microservice $m$. To upgrade $m$ toward $m'$ without downtime, the proposed way consists in using strategies (presented in section Section 4.3).

```
push(Architecture Atarget) {
    // retriving current architecture of the app app_id
    Architecture Acurrent = introspect(Atarget.app_id, Atarget.sites);
    // updating the app app_id towards Atarget
    reconfigure(Acurrent, Atarget);
}
```

Listing 4.6: Strategy-less update protocol

Figure 4.4: The Overview of Strategy-less Update (architecture-based)
4.3 Strategy-driven Updates

This section presents how the DMU framework takes into account the need to protect SLA properties when performing an update, through the concept of strategy. It is organized as follows. First, Section 4.3.1 introduces the principles of “strategy-driven” updates. Then, Section 4.3.2 presents the implementation of an update protocol taking into account strategies.

4.3.1 Update Process Overview

A strategy aims at allowing to update microservice applications while protecting their SLA properties throughout the update process, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

To this end, a strategy determines a path of intermediate architectures that will be followed to reach the target architecture while protecting some SLA properties (e.g., availability, performances, resource usage). Let’s consider that the strategy computes a path \( I_0, I_1, ..., I_n \) of intermediate architectures, the last intermediate architecture \( I_n \) matching the target architecture. The DMU framework will then reconfigure the microservices in \( n \) steps, reaching the next intermediate architecture at each step.

In order to give a concrete example of a strategy-driven update process, let’s consider a previously mentioned update case consisting of migrating some microservices from a PaaS site to another. Figure 4.6 shows the different paths of intermediate architectures corresponding to various strategies that can be used to process such update. In this figure, large boxes show PaaS sites (named \( site_1 \) and \( site_2 \)), and the microservices deployed on them.

- Using a RemoveAdd strategy (Figure 4.6a): This strategy minimizes resource consumption. The microservices are firstly removed to get to the intermediate architecture \( A_1 \), then deployed on the new site to arrive at the target architecture.

- Using a AddRemove strategy (Figure 4.6b): This strategy favors service availability. Until the microservices arrives at the architecture \( A'_1 \)
where the microservices are co-running on both two sites, they are not removed from the old site.

- Using a *Straight* strategy (Figure 4.6c): Besides the two presented strategies, if the DevOps team prefers to finish the migration as soon as possible, and cares less about the consumed resource and the imposed downtime during the update, it can choose a *Straight* strategy to deploy microservices on the new site while removing them on the old site in parallel.

Notice that the DMU framework allows to launch an update process in a preview mode, simulating an update without applying it to the real system. The preview mode can help the DevOps team to decide between different strategies. The strategy programmer can also use the preview mode to debug and test the strategy.

### 4.3.2 Strategy-driven Update Protocol

With the previously presented *introspect* and *reconfigure* functions, the DMU framework evolves a given application toward a given target in the most direct way, without going through intermediate architectures. In other
words, with only introspect and reconfigure functions, only strategy-less updates can be processed by the DMU framework.

Taking into account strategies goes through providing a dedicated concept allowing to define them. Concretely, we modelize a strategy as a programmable unit providing one main feature: computing the next intermediate architecture to reach in order to update a microservice application towards a given target. As we place our framework in an object-oriented environment, a strategy is naturally mapped on a class defining a next method:

- \textit{Strategy.next}(A_{\text{current}}, A_{\text{target}}): computes the next intermediate architecture to reach based on the current architecture of the application, the desired target architecture ($A_{\text{target}}$)

To evolve from the current architecture to a desired target one –while conforming to a given strategy–, the DMU framework invokes next and reconfigure sequentially and iteratively (Listing 4.7). In other words, the update protocol is now defined as a fix-point parameterized by a strategy. At each step, the fix-point requests the strategy to compute the next architecture to reach, then reconfigures the microservices towards this next architecture, and repeat these two steps until reaching the target architecture.

```java
push(Architecture A_{\text{target}}, Strategy strategy) {
   Architecture A_{\text{current}}, A_{\text{next}};
   A_{\text{current}} = introspect(A_{\text{target}}.app_id, A_{\text{target}}.sites);
   // fix-point, updating app\_id towards A_{\text{target}}
   while (A_{\text{current}}.differ(A_{\text{target}})) {
      // compute next intermediate architecture A_{\text{next}}
      A_{\text{next}} = next(A_{\text{current}}, A_{\text{target}}, strategy);
      if (A_{\text{next}} == null) exit("target unreachable"); **
      // to reach the next architecture A_{\text{next}}
      reconfigure(A_{\text{current}}, A_{\text{next}});
      A_{\text{current}} = introspect(app\_id, A_{\text{target}}.sites);
   }
}
```

Listing 4.7: Strategy-driven update protocol (fix-point)

There is one main reason why the update protocol is defined as a fix-point instead of calculating the whole sequence of intermediate architectures at the beginning. This reason is to allow the DevOps team to modify the strategy and/or the target architecture at each step. This feature may be especially useful when considering failures occurring at update time (see Section 4.5).

Similarly to the update protocol, the preview protocol (Listing 4.8) also invokes the next function iteratively for computing the next architecture for

---

The line tagged with ** represents an error case that is discussed in Section 4.4.1.
arriving at the final architecture $A_{target}$. However, the preview protocol accumulates the sequence of architectures ($archSequence$) instead of invoking the reconfigure function, so that effective microservices are not impacted. The returned $archSequence$ allows to visualize the path of intermediate architectures that will be followed when processing the update.

```
List<Architecture> preview(Architecture Ainitial, Architecture Atarget, Strategy strategy) {
    Architecture Acurrent, Anext;
    List<Architecture> archSequence;
    Acurrent = Ainitial;
    archSequence.add(Acurrent);
    // fix-point, calculating intermediate architectures towards Atarget
    while (Acurrent.differ(Atarget)) {
        // compute next intermediate architecture Anext
        Anext = strategy.next(Acurrent, Atarget);
        if (Anext == null) exit("target unreachable");
        // add the Anext into the sequence of architectures
        archSequence.add(Anext);
        Acurrent = Anext;
    }
    return archSequence;
}
```

Listing 4.8: Strategy preview protocol

Regarding the termination, the update fix-point (Listing 4.7) stops either when the target architecture has been reached, or when the strategy has no more changes to process. In case the target has not been reached $^5$, the DevOps team may simply restart an update with an adapted strategy and/or target architecture (explained in Section 4.5).

In the case where a strategy is badly programmed, especially when transitions generate opposite changes on the architecture, the fix-point may never terminate. To manage such case, the DevOps team can pre-check the termination of an update by using the preview mode.

$^5$This case corresponds to the line tagged with ** in Listing 4.7.
4.4 Strategy Programming

Section 4.4.1 presents the programming model allowing to program strategies. We used this programming model to provide a set of predefined strategies with the proposed DMU framework, some of these strategies being presented in this chapter as a didactic case. In particular, Section 4.4.2 illustrates the strategy programming model through the well-known BlueGreen strategy.

4.4.1 Strategy Design

A strategy provides one main feature: computing the next architecture to reach according to the current and target architectures.

To achieve this, the DMU framework naturally models a strategy as an ordered list of transition elements (described in Listing 4.9). A transition manages an elementary update that may participate in an overall update process. To compute the next intermediate architecture, a strategy processes its transitions incrementally, until finding one having changes to apply on the current architecture.

```java
abstract class Strategy {
    // List of transitions (to define in subclasses)
    List<Transition> transitions = new List();

    // compute the next intermediate architecture to reach
    Architecture next(Architecture Acurrent, Architecture Atarget) {
        // process transitions until finding one having changes
        // to perform on the current architecture
        for each Transition tr in transitions {
            Architecture Anext = tr.process(Acurrent, Atarget);
            if (Anext != null) return Anext;
        }
        return null;
    }
}

interface Transition {
    // deliver a (not null) next architecture if the transition has changes to process
    Architecture process(Architecture Acurrent, Architecture Atarget);
}
```

Listing 4.9: Strategy model

Pragmatically, a transition provides a process() method that 1) determines if its elementary update is relevant to get closer (i.e., go forward) to the target and 2) delivers a next architecture in accordance. For instance, a transition $T_{add}$ managing the adding of microservices behaves as follows (Listing 4.10). Comparing the current and target architectures, it firstly determines if new microservices have to be deployed. If no, it simply returns null. If yes, it delivers a next architecture containing the current microservices plus the new microservices to deploy. Symetrically, a transi-
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tion \textit{Tremove} determines if there are microservices to undeploy. If yes, it delivers an architecture containing the current microservices minus those to undeploy.

\begin{verbatim}
class AddRemoveStrategy extends Strategy {
    // manages addings and removings of microservices,
    // processing addings then removings
    transitions = new List(Tadd, Tremove);
}

class Tadd implements Transition {
    Architecture process (Architecture Acurrent, Architecture Atarget) {
        List<Microservice> addings = Atarget.minus(Acurrent);
        if (addings != null) {
            Architecture Anext = Acurrent.clone();
            Anext.add(addings);
            return Anext;
        } else return null;
    }
}

class Tremove implements Transition {
    Architecture process (Architecture Acurrent, Architecture Atarget) {
        List<Microservice> removings = Acurrent.minus(Atarget);
        if (removings != null) {
            Architecture Anext = Acurrent.clone();
            Anext.remove(removings);
            return Anext;
        } else return null;
    }
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 4.10: Implementation of the example strategy \textit{AddRemove} and its transitions

Figure 4.7 illustrates using the \textit{AddRemoveStrategy} (Listing 4.10) to update an elementary application composed of two microservices ($M_1$, $M_2$) deployed on a site $S_a$. The target architecture only contains the microservice $M_3$ on $S_b$.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{update_case.png}
\caption{Update case with \textit{AddRemove} strategy}
\end{figure}

- At the first step, the update fix-point processes the first transition ($Tadd$) of the strategy, that delivers the intermediate architecture ($A$)
composed of the current microservices plus $M_3$ deployed on $S_b$. The
application is then reconfigured towards this intermediate architecture $A$.

- At the second step, the fix-point processes again the transition $T_{add}$, that has no more changes to perform. It then processes the next transition ($T_{remove}$), that removes microservices not appearing in the target architecture ($M_1$ and $M_2$ on $S_a$). The application is then reconfigured towards this architecture and the fix-point terminates because the target has been reached.

Notice that one can define different strategies by changing the order of transitions. In the previous update case, the reverse sequence of transitions (i.e., ($T_{remove}, T_{add}$) instead of ($T_{add}, T_{remove}$)) would generate a different path of intermediate architectures, removing $M_1$ and $M_2$ first, then adding $M_3$.

Notice also that transitions may apply changes over several steps of the fix-point. Let’s consider a transition scaling up microservices horizontally (i.e., growing their number of instances) as follow. For each microservice to scale, new instances should be deployed and started one by one.

4.4.2 Didactic case: the BlueGreen Strategy

As a representative case, we explain how to program the BlueGreen strategy that updates an application without downtime – through installing, starting and testing the new version (the green one) before uninstalling the current version (the blue one). Once the green environment is ready, incoming requests should be routed to it.

We define such strategy through a simple sequence composed of four transitions (Listing 4.11).

```java
class BlueGreen implements Strategy {
    List<Transition> = new List(Tadd, Tupdate, Tswitch, Tremove);
}
```

Listing 4.11: BlueGreen Strategy

These transitions perform the following changes.

- $T_{add}$: deploys microservices defined in the target architecture but undefined in the current architecture.

6 This pattern is required for microservices that do not support having several instances started concurrently.
• **Tupdate**: deploys the green version of the microservices that are updated in the target architecture (associating them to a temporary route (url) for testing purposes).

• **Tswitch**: switches from temporary route to regular route for green microservices deployed at the previous step.

• **Tremove**: removes microservices entities that are undefined in the target architecture but defined in the current architecture.

The implementation of the transitions **Tadd** and **Tremove** are quite similar to the code given in Listing 4.10. We show hereafter the code of the transitions **Tupdate** (Listing 4.12) and **Tswitch** (Listing 4.13).

```java
class Tupdate implements Transition {
    Architecture process(Acurrent, Atarget) {
        Architecture Anext;
        // get microservices updated in At compared to Ac
        List<Microservice> updates = Ac.updated(At);
        if (updates != null) {
            Anext = Ac.clone();
            for each Microservice m in updates {
                // deploy green version for the microservice to update
                Microservice mgreen = m.clone();
                mgreen.set("route", mt.get("temporary − route"));
                mgreen.set("role", "green");
                Anext.add(mgreen);
            }
        }
        return Anext;
    } // end of process method
}
```

Listing 4.12: Implementation of the transition Tupdate

```java
class Tswitch implements Transition {
    Architecture process(Acurrent, Atarget) {
        Architecture Anext;
        // get green versions of microservices in current architecture
        List<Microservice> greens = Ac.greens();
        if (greens != null) {
            Anext = Ac.clone();
            for each Microservice m in greens {
                // assign the regular route to green versions of microservices
                m.set("route", m.get("regular − route"));
                m.set("role", "blue");
            }
        }
        return Anext;
    } // end of process method
}
```

Listing 4.13: Implementation of the transition Tswitch

To illustrate how the DMU framework process an update with the implemented **BlueGreen** strategy, let’s consider the case described in Figure 4.8.
To upgrade $M_1$ towards $M'_1$ and remove $M_3$, the DevOps team makes the following request to the DMU framework: $\text{push}(A_t, \text{BlueGreen})$.

The DMU framework starts by getting the current architecture (let’s call it $A_c$) for the application $A$ and enters the update fix-point. It processes the first transition $T_{add}$, that has no changes to perform as $A_t$ does not include additional microservices compared to $A_c$. It then processes the second transition ($T_{update}$) that delivers the architecture 1 shown in Figure 4.8. In this architecture, $M_1$ is deployed both in its current version of code and in its new (green) version ($M'_1$). Then, the framework reconfigures the application towards architecture 1 by calling the add operation of the two sites $(S_a$ and $S_b$) in parallel. Notice that external client requests continue to be routed to $M_1$ so far, as $M'_1$ is assigned a temporary route.

At the second step of the fix-point, transitions are processed again. The first and second transitions have no more changes to perform. The third transition ($T_{switch}$) computes the architecture 2 where $M'_1$ is now associated to the regular route, and the old version of $M_1$ has been removed. The reconfigure protocol calls the modify operation (changing the route of $M'_1$) on the two sites to deliver architecture 2.

Once the application is reconfigured towards architecture 2, the framework restarts processing the transitions. Only the last transition ($T_{remove}$) has some changes to process, producing the architecture 3. The reconfigure protocol calls the remove operation for $M_1$ and $M_3$ in parallel to deliver architecture 3. Finally, the architecture 3 matches the target, leading to the completion of the update fix-point.

Figure 4.8: Processing the transitions of the BlueGreen strategy
4.5 Update Robustness

In this section, we consider faults occurring during an update process. Section 4.5.1 presents the core principles underlying the management of such faults. Section 4.5.2 details various types of faults that may impact an update and how to handle such faults. Finally, Section 4.5.3 summarizes how the DMU framework helps the DevOps team to handle each type of faults.

4.5.1 Core principles

Automating the update of microservice applications requires to consider the faults that may occur during an update. Before explaining how we address faults, let’s recall that nowadays, there are millions of DevOps teams that (manually) perform daily updates of their microservice applications, through the Command Line Interface provided by PaaS sites. To process such updates, DevOps teams send several commands to one or more PaaS sites, each command being entirely processed on a PaaS site before the next command is sent.

During such manual update processes, faults may occur: a microservice may fail to process some command, a PaaS site may crash, the network connecting a PaaS site to the host used by the DevOps team may face some disconnection. However, PaaS sites follow a fail-stop failure model [73] that enforces the consistency of the microservices they host. This means that once a PaaS site is up and reachable, the microservices it hosts can be introspected and reconfigured. Thus, if a PaaS site crashes during an update, it should be relaunched, but once this is done, the DevOps team can always issue the necessary CLI commands to pursue the update.

Going back to our framework, we do not provide a better level of robustness regarding faults, we just rely on the consistency property ensured by PaaS sites. In other words, as with PaaS sites, when using our framework, DevOps teams have the guarantee that their microservice applications stay consistent, thereby manageable. Nevertheless, if we do not provide a better level of robustness, the fact that we automatize updates allows to simplify the work of the DevOps team in the presence of faults. We will explain how this is achieved in the next sections.

Going one step further, it is important to understand that the consistency property provided by PaaS sites allows to leverage a kill-restart capability at the level of our framework. Indeed, whatever the moment when an update is interrupted, either due to a fault or due to a voluntarily interruption from the DevOps team, a new update process can always be started. Overall, the kill-restart capability relies on the following three main properties.

- PaaS consistency. Whatever the current architectural state for a microservice application, it is a regular state for the PaaS sites hosting
it, meaning that microservices can always be introspected and/or re-configured.

- **Stateless framework.** The DMU framework does not keep any model@runtime for the managed microservices, a data-structure that is especially difficult to maintain in the presence of faults. The reason for the difficulty is that the data should stay consistent with the effective microservices architectures. Instead, the DMU framework dynamically gets the current architecture of microservices to update, using introspection capabilities provided by PaaS sites.

- **Update idempotence.** Following an architecture-based approach, transitions compare the current and target architectures to determine the changes to perform. Once a change has been applied, the DMU framework does not redo it again. Thus, restarting an update that was previously issued does not cause side effects.

Notice that in any case, the DevOps team is free to either pursue a failed update update towards the initial target through the initial strategy, or change the target and/or the strategy. Changing the target architecture offers a way to fix some microservice configuration. It also offers a way to roll-back an entire update, by defining the new target architecture as the initial architecture that the microservices had when launching the update. **Figure 4.9** illustrates an update that fails, the DevOps team deciding to pursue the update with a new strategy $S'$ and a new target architecture $At'$.

**Figure 4.9: Management of failures at update time by adapting the strategy and the target**

Upon a failure, the DevOps team may intend to pursue the previously interrupted update towards the given target. To this end, it may just re-issue the initial push command if the used strategy is versatile (**Figure 4.10a**). We consider a strategy as versatile if it does not make assumptions on the initial architecture of the microservice application to update. That is, the
strategy accepts any architecture as the initial architecture of the update. A typical versatile strategy is the Straight one, that updates a microservice application towards a given target through the most direct path, without going through intermediate architectures.

Let’s consider a fault occurring during the transition between the architecture $A_i$ and the architecture $A_{i+1}$. If the used strategy is not versatile, the DevOps team may then issue a push command with the Straight strategy (a versatile one) and the next architecture ($A_{i+1}$) given as target (Figure 4.10b). Once done, the DevOps team may then re-issue the initial push command, with the initial strategy and the initial target architecture given as input.

Figure 4.10: Management of failures at update time by pursuing the interrupted update

### 4.5.2 Identification of faults

Before classifying the faults that may occur during the update, we recall here the overview of the DMU framework (Figure 4.11). Three actors are involved during the update: the DevOps team, the DMU framework, and the PaaS sites. During the update, the DMU framework translates the DevOps team’s commands into the operations sending to the PaaS sites which host the microservices.

Based on this operational architecture, and following the literature on

---

\footnote{This next architecture can be retrieved from the DMU framework execution log.}
faults \cite{74}, the faults to consider can be classified into three non-exclusive groups:

- **development faults**: we consider here the software faults introduced during the development of the DMU framework (such as null dereferences), leading to either an interruption or an exception raising at execution time.

- **physical faults**: we consider here the faults originated in hardware (including the framework servers, the PaaS servers and network devices), such as electric power outage or hardware damage.

- **interaction faults**: we consider here the faults originated outside the DMU framework, including the user mistakes (e.g., an erroneous input) and faults propagated from the external components which interact with the DMU framework (e.g., a PaaS site failure).

All these kinds of faults force an update to be interrupted. When an update is interrupted due to faults, the following steps are required to recover the faults:

1. identify the fault origin
2. fix the faulty components (hardware and software)
3. repair the failed update to evolve the microservices architecture to the target

**Development faults**

This section discusses the development faults of the DMU framework. The DMU framework implementation contains three parts: the framework core,
the PaaS connectors, and the strategies implementation. The framework core is made of code that is stable, thus we consider that this code can be checked and verified. The PaaS connectors evolve with the PaaS API, which is also usually stable (i.e., backward-compatible). Thus, we believe that it is reasonable to assume a bug-free implementation of the framework core and the PaaS connectors.

As the part most probably to be customized by the DevOps team, the strategy implementation is not fully trusted. The following part of the section focuses on presenting how the DMU framework helps to handle the software faults in the strategy implementation.

During the development of a strategy, the strategy programmer can take advantage of the preview mode (Listing 4.8) provided by the DMU framework to test the correctness of the strategy. The preview mode can take mock inputs (i.e., initial and target architectures) to calculate the output (i.e., a sequence of intermediate architectures) produced by a strategy. Therefore, the strategy programmer can test the strategy by simply specifying the expected intermediate architectures for each typical case of initial and target architectures. The more inputs covered in the test, the fewer bugs hidden in the delivered strategy.

During the execution, the DMU framework handles an update request by iteratively calculating and applying the next intermediate architectures until reaching the target (Listing 4.7) as presented in Section 4.3.2. At each step, the strategy is in charge of producing the expected next architecture. A badly programmed strategy will either:

- raise an exception because it performs a bad action (e.g., null pointer exception) or lead to an interruption of the running update process (e.g., division by zero). In this case, the ongoing update is automatically stopped.

- produce an incorrect intermediate architecture, that cannot be applied by PaaS sites (e.g., the architecture contains two microservices with duplicate id). This invalid architecture is automatically detected by PaaS sites while applying the architecture.

- produce an endless sequence of intermediate architectures. This case may be automatically detected by the framework by processing the preview protocol (Listing 4.8) at the beginning of each update request. Moreover, an update request will be automatically stopped if it lasts more than a given delay, if such delay is given by the DevOps team. In addition, the maximum number of intermediate architectures can also be given.

---

9The timeout value is configurable for each update request.
When a strategy is identified as having an erroneous behavior while processing a given update, the update is automatically stopped and, thanks to the kill-restart capability, the DevOps team is invited to restart the update with an adapted strategy and/or target architecture.

In summary, during the development, the preview mode of the DMU framework facilitates the debug of the strategy implementation. During the execution, the DMU framework also helps to detect the software flaws of strategies by catching the exceptions and pre-checking whether the specified target is attainable for the strategy. The framework follows a fail-fast principle [75] once detected any faults. That is, the framework stops the execution as soon as any unexpected error occurs. A stopped update can then be pursued through the kill-restart capability of the DMU framework.

**Physical faults**

This section discusses the physical faults during the update in terms of their types, their detection, and their repair. Physical faults encompass faults that can occur at any hardware involved in the update: the PaaS infrastructure, the DMU framework infrastructure, and the network connecting the framework to the PaaS sites. Based on the location of the faults with respect to the system boundary, such faults can be classified into two groups: external faults and internal faults (Figure 4.12). External faults originate outside of the framework (i.e., at PaaS sites or at the network connecting the framework to the PaaS sites). Internal faults arise inside the underlying infrastructure of the DMU framework.

To deal with physical faults, the DMU framework should firstly detect them. As previously said, PaaS sites are assumed to follow a fail-stop failure model [73], where any fault occurring at a PaaS site $P$ leads to automatically stopping PS while ensuring the consistency of the micro-services $P$ manages.
At the level of the framework, PaaS site faults are detected through using timeouts when issuing PaaS commands. Network faults are also detected through timeouts.

Regarding *internal faults*, we assume as well that the DMU framework follows a fail-stop failure model. Therefore, internal faults obviously cause the framework execution to be interrupted.

To recover from such faults when they occur at update time, the DevOps team needs to relaunch and continue the update process, relying again on the kill-restart capability of the DMU framework.

**Interaction faults**

Interaction faults are faults which occur at the elements interacting with the DMU framework during the update. As shown in Figure 4.13, an update process involves three actors: the DevOps team, the DMU framework, and the PaaS sites. The DevOps team issues the update command to the DMU framework. The DMU framework translates the update command into a sequence of PaaS operations. The PaaS sites apply the PaaS operations requested by the DMU framework. The interaction faults include the failures of the external systems (i.e., PaaS sites) and the mistakes of the user (i.e. the DevOps team).

![Figure 4.13: Involved software components in an update command](image)

The failures of PaaS sites caused by hardware faults (i.e., external physical faults) have already been discussed in Section 4.5.2. The user mistakes are the operational mistakes conducted by the DevOps team during the update. These mistakes include the harmful human actions and the erroneous inputs.

- **Harmful human actions** are the DevOps team’s actions which cause the update to be interrupted before reaching the target. These actions include starting or stopping the update command at the wrong time. In practice, it corresponds to the scenario of concurrently updating a microservice or accidentally stopping an ongoing update process.

Notice that the detection of concurrent updates is not under the charge of the DMU framework. In practice, each microservice is managed by a specific DevOps team, which has its proper operator in charge of updating the microservice. Therefore, the organization and the operational disciplines of microservices can avoid the concurrent access. Regarding the harmful action of stopping an unfinished update, it does
Proposition

not require the extra detection, as the framework execution is already stopped.

Overall, to repair the faults caused by harmful actions, a DevOps team simply needs to re-issue the same update command.

- The user inputs include the target microservices architecture and the strategy choice. Therefore, the erroneous inputs includes the following cases: an erroneous microservices architecture, flawed microservices codes or configurations, or a wrong strategy choice which does not deal with the specified update.

Some inputs errors can be detected at the beginning of an update when processing the preview mode (e.g., an invalid target architecture). Others inputs errors will be detected when processing PaaS operations (e.g., a microservice unable to be started). Such errors leave the microservices into an intermediate architectural state that does not correspond to the target architecture. In any case, the DevOps team can exploit the kill-restart capability to pursue the interrupted update. Then, there are two possible choices here to pursue the update process. The first choice is to roll-back to the initial microservices architecture. In this case, the DevOps team simply specifies the initial architecture as target in the new update command. For such roll-back update, the strategy Straight is usually chosen. Otherwise, the DevOps team can change the strategy and/or roll-forward to a new target architecture.

4.5.3 Summary

The previous analysis involves three criteria of faults: the origin based on the system boundary (internal or external), the origin phase (development or operational), and the nature (hardware or software). Figure 4.14 shows the likely combinations of fault classes. Specifically, the origin of faults can be classified into three categories(Figure 4.15): the user (A), the DMU framework (B), and the external systems (C) 10.

All these faults eventually cause the interruption of the update 11, letting the updated application in an arbitrary architectural state, although consistent.

The DMU framework helps the DevOps team to repair these faults through its kill-restart capability. The faults at the external systems (#3, #4) and the hardware faults at the DMU framework (#2) can be repaired by re-issuing the same update command (presented in Section 4.5.2 and Section 4.5.2). Regarding the software faults at the DMU framework (#1), we concentrate on discussing the faults in the strategy implementation, which

10We separate the user from the external system, because the faults caused by the user-made mistakes usually requires specific repair methods (i.e. change user inputs).

11The faults detection is presented in the previous detailed analysis.
can be repaired by re-issuing the update command with an alternate strategy (presented in Section 4.5.2). In terms of the faults caused by user mistakes (#5), depending on the fault reason (actions or inputs), it can be repaired by resuming, rolling-back, or rolling-forward the update (presented in Section 4.5.2). It is important to notice that all these repair processes can be applied by re-issuing another update command with the appropriate target architecture.

To sum up, whichever the type of faults, after it triggers the update to be interrupted, the DevOps team can exploit the kill-restart capability to repair the failed update. In the overall process of faults recovery, the faults still need human intervention to identify the fault origin, fix the error (e.g., correct the execution environment or the update command input), and decide the repair method. Once this is done, the DevOps team just has to relaunch the update process without questioning oneself. Due to the idempotency property, changes that have already been processed will not be processed again, and changes that have not yet been processed will now be processed, unless additional faults occur in which case the same
repair process will be applied again. This is how the DMU framework helps DevOps team to manage faults.

By comparison, when DevOps teams process manual updates and face a fault, they have to determine what changes have already been processed and compute what are the additional changes that need to be processed to reach the given target architecture. As the update of multiple microservices on multiple PaaS sites usually contains multiple operations executed in parallel, such manual repairs are exhausting and error-prone.
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This chapter evaluates the proposed DMU framework from three aspects: the SLA protection, the robustness, and the ease of use.
5.1 SLA protection

This section reports on how the DMU framework protects SLA constraints through two use-cases: a production microservices application Lizard and an open-source microservices application Account.

5.1.1 Lizard application

Lizard is a cross-canal order capture application composed of four microservices (Shop Front, Catalog, Eligibility and Basket). Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of Lizard. The application is about 10000 lines programmed in Java / Angular.

![Figure 5.1: The architecture of the use case Lizard](image)

We use the DMU framework to update a complete clone of Lizard in live production at Orange, focusing on the simultaneous update of two microservices ((C)atalog and (E)ligibility) that are deployed redundantly over three distributed CloudFoundry PaaS sites ($S_a$, $S_b$ and $S_c$). The update to perform includes a code upgrade for the Catalog microservice and configuration changes for the Eligibility microservice.

Cloud Foundry is used in version 2.75.0, running on the Cloudwatt cloud [76] on top of the OpenStack IaaS [31], under VMs with medium flavor (2vCPUs, 4GB RAM, 50GB disk). The update framework is launched from a remote computer (Intel i7-7820HQ @ 2.90 GHz, 16GB RAM, 500GB SSD disk).

Four strategies are experimented to process such update, comparing their behavior and impacts (in terms of time efficiency, financial cost, and mi-
Evaluation
croservices availability). The strategies impacts are measured with the following metrics:

- time efficiency: the duration of the whole update process
- financial cost: the additional resource consumption (representative of the billing costs \(^1\)) for the update.
- microservices availability: the rate of rejected microservices requests during the update. During the update, we monitor the microservices performance under their anticipated peak load condition (10000 requests per minute) with *Apache Jmeter*.

Each experiment is repeated 30 times to get the average data. Results are given in Figure 5.2.

![Figure 5.2: Update metrics of the *Lizard* application use-case](image)

The *Canary* strategy (whose behavior is shown in Figure 5.3) does not involve an additional cost in terms of resource usage. It ensures that any deployment of a new microservice instance is preceded by the removal of a current one. In the version we used, the first new instance being deployed is associated with a temporary route to allow testing before continuing the update. Notice that although not visible in the figure, some client requests are not correctly served (about 0.007%), as the experiments are performed under the peak load condition and the microservices have one less instance running during the update. Overall, this strategy involves 21 intermediate

\(^1\)In the experiments, the resource cost is calculated by multiplying the number of instances by their memory size (in GB) by total duration (in minutes), as it is the billing model used by most Cloud Foundry services.
architectures to reach the target, 7 per site, sites being updated sequentially. Its processing took about 10 minutes.

Figure 5.3: Real application update through the Canary strategy

In comparison, the BlueGreen strategy (Figure 5.4) updates the two microservices through creating the three new (green) instances before removing the three current (blue) ones, on all sites in parallel. Accordingly, it ensures the same availability but consumes nearly the double resource during the update. The duration is about 7 minutes, corresponding to the time required to create the new microservices instances (which includes uploading their code), to switch their route, and remove the three blue instances, on one site. In the practice, BlueGreen strategy also brings another benefit: enabling the DevOps team to perform load tests on the new version when arriving the first intermediate architecture A1.

Figure 5.4: Real application update through the BlueGreen strategy

The Mixed strategy (Figure 5.5) updates microservices instance by in-
Figure 5.5: Real application update through the Mixed strategy
that concurrently start 150 instances on each site, which causes the Cloud Foundry platforms failing to start all the instances within a reasonable duration. Therefore, this application needs to be updated with the strategy Canary or Mix, that incrementally starts the new instances. We configure these strategies to incrementally update 20 instances each time.

Figure 5.7 shows the experiments result for the update with the strategy Canary and Mixed. As shown, these two incremental update strategy can correctly perform the update within 30 minutes. Similar to the experiments with the use case Lizard, the strategy Canary consumes more resource comparing to the strategy Mixed at the cost of slightly reduced availability.
5.2 Robustness

This section evaluates our DMU framework under faults. For each type of faults that may be encountered, we experiment a typical fault scenario.

The faults can originate from three locations (shown in Figure 4.15): the user, the DMU framework, or the external systems. The (end) user of the DMU framework is the DevOps team that issues update requests to manage microservices. The DMU framework includes both the framework software and its underlying infrastructure. The external systems include the PaaS sites involved in the update and the network connecting the DMU framework to the PaaS sites.

Table 5.1 presents the different faults, the way we triggered them in our experiments, and the expected handling behaviors for each type of faults. Typically, the external system faults are exemplified by the outage of the network between the DMU framework and the PaaS sites. The general handling behavior is, for the DMU framework, to detect the fault, stop the update execution (i.e., follow the fail-stop failure model), and then accept new update requests to repair the fault.

The internal faults (i.e., faults at the DMU framework) are divided into hardware faults and software faults, as they require different recovery processes. As presented in Section 4.5.2, the internal hardware faults naturally stop the execution of the DMU framework. They are expected to be recovered by resuming the interrupted update, through re-issuing the same update request. In the following experiments, the internal hardware faults are triggered by killing the process of the DMU framework during the update.

The internal software faults refer to the development faults of the DMU framework. As presented in Section 4.5.2, the framework core and the PaaS connectors can be considered as trusted code in the DMU framework software, while the strategies (except the predefined ones) cannot. Therefore, the internal software faults are experimented with an erroneous strategy. To handle internal software faults, the DMU framework first needs to detect the faults and stop the execution. Then the DevOps team is supposed to be able to roll-forward the update by issuing an update request with an adapted strategy.

As presented in Section 4.5.2, the user faults can be categorized into two types: erroneous user inputs and harmful human actions. The input of the DMU framework update request contains the target microservices architecture and the chosen strategy. The erroneous user inputs are shown with a common scenario: an incorrect microservice configuration, which leads to an inability to start it. Two recovery methods (roll-back and roll-forward) for this fault are both experimented. The harmful human actions are experimented with the killing of an update process, which is expected to be fixed by resuming the interrupted update.
Table 5.1: experimented faults scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault class</th>
<th>Example scenario</th>
<th>Framework Expectation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>external system faults (#3, #4)</td>
<td>network outage</td>
<td>fail-stop + kill-restart (resume)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal hardware faults (#2)</td>
<td>kill the update process</td>
<td>kill-restart (resume)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal software faults (#1)</td>
<td>badly programmed strategy</td>
<td>fail-stop + kill-restart (roll-forward)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erroneous user inputs (#5)</td>
<td>erroneous microservice code</td>
<td>fail-stop + kill-restart (roll-back or roll-forward)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>harmful human actions (#5)</td>
<td>kill the update process</td>
<td>kill-restart (resume)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following experiments of faults, we perform the same update request on the production application Lizard as the SLA experiments in Section 5.1. The faults experiments use the strategy Mixed (Figure 5.5). The Mixed strategy performs a complex update workflow to satisfy the requirement on both availability and resource consumption. It can be seen as a typical user-defined strategy.

Similarly to the SLA experiments environment, the microservices are deployed on three Cloud Foundry sites in the following experiments. The DMU framework is executed on a VM (2 vCPUs, 7.8GB RAM, 50GB SSD Disk) on the Cloudwatt cloud [76] with the monitoring processes and the faults simulation processes.

To evaluate the behavior of the DMU framework in case of failures, we firstly verify whether the microservices deployment architecture stays reconfigurable through our framework, which allows to reach the desired target at the end (assuming this architecture is not an erroneous one).

In addition, we will check whether the update process satisfies its SLA constraints in our experiments, but it is important to recall that the SLA constraints of an application may be unsatisfied when facing failures at update time. To check SLA constraints, we monitor the microservice performances and its resource consumption during the whole update. In each fault experiment, the average update duration is measured and compared to the case without faults. As the experiments run in the real production environment, the execution time of each PaaS operation is uncontrollable. Therefore each experiment is performed 10 times to get the average execution time of the update process.

The following sections evaluate the DMU framework in the four typical fault scenarios. Section 5.2.1 experiments the update under the network faults. Section 5.2.2 kills the framework process during the update. Section 5.2.3 performs the update with an example erroneous strategy. Section 5.2.4 examines the update with a typical user-defined strategy.
Evaluation

5.2.4 experiments the update with erroneous microservice code.

5.2.1 Network faults

This section evaluates how the DMU framework resists network faults. As presented in Section 4.5.2, the network faults are supposed to interrupt the framework execution. After the failure of this update request, the DMU framework is supposed to be able to resume the update by re-processing the same update request.

We have experimented the network faults in two modes: a single fault or recurrent faults. The single fault only appear once during an experiment. The recurrent faults keep occurring until the experiment finishes. Besides the occurring mode (single or recurrent), the behavior of the fault simulation process also depends on two parameters: the fault-free duration and the fault duration (Figure 5.8). The fault simulation process waits for the fault-free duration before cutting the network. Then, it waits for the fault duration before reconnecting the network. Note that, the parameters (fault-free duration and fault duration) values remain unchanged during an experiment of recurrent faults.

![Figure 5.8: The parameters of the network faults experiments](image)

In the experiment implementation, the faults simulation process is started once the update request is issued. To simulate the network faults, the command `iptables` is used to cut the network connection of the DMU framework. The fault duration takes three values (1s, 15s, 60s). To trigger the fault at an arbitrary moment during the update, the fault-free duration takes a random value between one second and six minutes, because 95% of the update process takes less than six minutes in the case of no fault. Once we detect that the update process is stopped with failures, we wait

---

In the data of final experiments, we remove the cases in which the fault occurs after the update finishes.
one minute (ensuring the network recovered) then re-issue the same update request. Note that, in case of recurrent faults, the re-issued update can also encounter faults. An experiment is marked as failed if unable to deliver the target architecture within ten times of restarting the update.

The experiment results are presented in Table 5.2. The table summarizes the key metrics compared to the case without fault. In this case, the microservices provide nearly no downtime and consume a maximum of 24 GB resources during the update. This means that the Mixed strategy correctly satisfies the SLA requirements even in the case of network faults.

All the experiments with single faults reach at the target architecture. However, the experiments with recurrent faults fail to reach the target architecture in the case where the fault-free duration is less than one minute. That is, the update cannot be completed in the case of too frequent faults. After analyzing the failing messages, the failed updates block at the microservice code upload operation. Because the upload operation takes 67 seconds on average, this operation can not finish in these cases. It blocks the advance of the update. In such an environment where fault-free duration is always shorter than an operation execution time, it is impossible to finish the update. These faults cases require the DevOps team to fix the hardware execution environment.

As shown in Table 5.2, the overall update process takes 6 minutes 19 seconds on average in the case of the single fault and 6 minutes 51 seconds in the case of recurrent faults. Compare to the case without fault (5 minutes 50 seconds), it takes approximately less than one minute to repair the fault.

Table 5.2: experiment result of updating with network faults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>no fault</th>
<th>single net fault</th>
<th>recurrent net fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average percentage of</td>
<td>0.009%</td>
<td>0.017 %</td>
<td>0.024 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rejected microservices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum microservices</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percent of experiments</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>93.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctly reach A_target</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average execution duration</td>
<td>5M50S</td>
<td>6M19S</td>
<td>6M51S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the update execution time when the fault occurs at different moments and takes different durations. In the case of the single fault, both the fault occurring moment and the fault duration do not impact much on the execution time. In the case of recurrent faults, more frequent the faults occur (shown as smaller fault-free duration in Figure 5.10), more time the update takes.

To conclude, the DMU framework can resist the network faults when the execution environment still leaves enough fault-free duration for each PaaS operation. Through the kill-restart capability, the DMU framework can correctly repair the failed update caused by the network faults.
5.2.2 Update process faults

This section considers both internal hardware faults (e.g., the server running the DMU framework has a power outage during the update) and harmful human action faults (e.g., the user accidentally stops the DMU framework during the update). To experiment with such faults, we add a process in charge of killing an update process at a random moment. The faults trigger pattern is similar to the network faults (shown in Figure 5.8), except that the fault duration is considered to be negligible. Once an update is interrupted, the DevOps team is supposed to be able to resume the update through re-issuing the same update request.

Table 5.3 shows the experiment result. The update process works correctly (reached the target at the end, no downtime, limited resource consumption) in the case of only killing the framework process once. Similar to the network faults, the experiment fails to reach the target architecture in the case of frequent recurrent faults.

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show the update execution time when the
fault occurs at different moments and takes different durations. In the case of the single fault, the fault occurring at the first half of the update may take longer execution time. The reason is that the longest operation (microservice code upload) executes in the first half of the update. Killing the update process during the upload operation causes it to be stopped, and requires it to be restarted from the beginning in the following update request. In the case of recurrent faults, the update failed to reach the target architecture in the case of the frequent faults, as the same reason presented in Section 5.2.1.

To conclude, the DMU framework supports the fail-stop process faults, as long as the intervals between the faults leave enough time for progressing in the update.

5.2.3 Erroneous strategy

The section experiments with two erroneous strategies:

- MixedError1 that returns an invalid next architecture
Table 5.3: experiment result of killing the update process during the update

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>no fault</th>
<th>single fault</th>
<th>recurrent faults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average percentage</td>
<td>0.009%</td>
<td>0.012%</td>
<td>0.021%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rejected microservices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum microservices</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percent of experiments</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctly reach $A_{\text{target}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average execution duration</td>
<td>5M50S</td>
<td>6M11S</td>
<td>6M23S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.11: Update execution time in the case of single killing process fault

- MixedError2 that outputs intermediate architectures that never reach the target

As presented in Section 4.5.2, the DMU framework should detect the fault and interrupt the update process. After update interruption, the DMU framework is supposed to allow the DevOps team to reissue an update request with another strategy and/or another target architecture.

In the first experiment, we use an erroneous strategy MixedError1 that accidentally specifies the same id for two versions of a microservice. At
update time, this fault is detected by the PaaS platform. Then, another update request is re-issued by the DevOps team with a correct strategy (the Mixed one), which allows to reach the target architecture.

The erroneous strategy MixedError2 returns an endless sequence of intermediate architectures as shown in Figure 5.13 that causes the update process to fall into an endless loop. The framework simply detects the error while processing the preview protocol (unable to reach the target within the limited number of iterations) at the beginning of the update request.

Table 5.4 presents the experiments results. As shown, all the experiments finally reach the target architecture. Compared to the experiments without faults, the additional execution time of the experiments with MixedError1 (11s on average) and MixedError2 (13s on average) is spent on executing the erroneous update request, which includes retrieving the current architecture and detecting the error. In these two specific faults, as the faults are detected before applying PaaS operations, the erroneous strategy does not
Figure 5.13: Update through the erroneous strategy MixedError2 (endless loop)

impact the microservices deployment architecture and its SLA properties.

Table 5.4: experiment result: update with an erroneous strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no fault</th>
<th>invalid A&lt;sub&gt;next&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>endless loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>percent of experiments correctly reach A&lt;sub&gt;target&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average percentage of rejected microservices requests</td>
<td>0.009%</td>
<td>0.012%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum microservices memory consumption</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average execution duration</td>
<td>5M50S</td>
<td>6M01S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4 Microservice faults

We consider here erroneous microservices configurations in the target architecture, making microservices unable to start. The DevOps team has two options to repair such a fault: roll-back to the initial architecture or roll-forward to another target architecture. Section 5.2.4 demonstrates the roll-back remedy, and Section 5.2.4 illustrates the roll-forward remedy.

Roll-back the update

This section evaluates how the framework allows to roll-back the update in the case of an erroneous target architecture. In the experiment, the DevOps team first issues an update request with an erroneous microservice configuration for the microservice Eligibility. The erroneous configuration causes the microservice to fail when starting on both three sites, interrupting the update process.

To roll-back to the initial architecture, the DevOps team just re-issue another update request which specifies the initial architecture as the target, and chooses the Straight strategy as the roll-back workflow.

---

4As presented in Section 5.1, the experimented microservices application contains two microservices: Catalog and Eligibility
As shown in Table 5.5, this request correctly evolves the microservices architecture to its initial state. The overall update-rollback process takes 4 minutes 29 seconds on average. During the process, the remedy process (roll-back) takes 19.23 seconds on average.

Table 5.5: Result of the experiment: roll-back from the microservice error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>update-rollback</th>
<th>A_{init}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>final architecture</td>
<td>A_{init}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average percentage of rejected microservices requests</td>
<td>0.0001%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum microservices memory consumption</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total execution duration (average)</td>
<td>4M29S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average remedy duration</td>
<td>19.23S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Roll-forward the update**

Similarly to the roll-back experiment, this section reports on using a roll-forward approach in case of an unreachable architecture.

The initial erroneous update request and its detection is the same as with the roll-back experiment. Upon the interruption of the update process, the DevOps team re-issue another update request with a new target architecture, and still chooses the *Mixed* strategy.

As shown in Table 5.6, the update process correctly reaches this new target. The overall update-rollforward process takes 5 minutes 47 seconds on average. During the process, the remedy process (roll-forward) takes 1 minutes 53 seconds on average. Comparing to the case of roll-back then restart which takes 6 minutes 9 seconds, the roll-forward remedy is about 3 times faster.

Table 5.6: Roll-forward from the microservice error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>update-rollback</th>
<th>A_{init}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average percentage of rejected microservices requests</td>
<td>0.026%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum microservices memory consumption</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total execution duration (average)</td>
<td>5M47S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average remedy duration</td>
<td>1M53S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Ease of use

As presented in Section 4.1, the update management involves three roles (microservices manager, strategy programmer and the PaaS connector programmer). Usually, the DevOps team only plays the role of microservices manager which issues update requests daily. In case of specific SLA requirements, the DevOps team may also play the role of strategy programmer.
In this section, we report on using the DMU framework, mainly evaluating (1) the ease of programming strategies (Section 5.3.1) and (2) the ease of updating distributed microservices applications (Section 5.3.2). Section 5.3.3 compares the DMU framework with a script-based approach.

5.3.1 Programming Strategies

The DMU framework is adaptable to any strategy. This section evaluates the required efforts for programming strategies with the DMU framework.

The strategy programmer can define his/her proper strategies through implementing the strategy interface (Listing 4.9), as demonstrated in Section 4.4.1. Besides programming a strategy from scratch, the strategy programmer can also customize the existing strategies.

In particular, one possibility is to play with the order of transitions. For instance, the update case shown in Figure 4.6a can be easily implemented based on the AddRemove strategy (Listing 4.10). By just inverting the transitions ordering (i.e., transitions is then set to the sequence newList(Tremove, Tadd)), the strategy programmer implements a new strategy RemoveAdd. In the previously considered scenario of migration, the RemoveAdd strategy generates a different path made up with two intermediate architectures: the first one aims at removing $m_1$ and $m_2$ on site$_1$ while the second one purposes to add $m_1$ and $m_2$ on site$_2$.

Moreover, new strategies can also be defined through changing the transitions they use. For example, we defined a BlueGreenByGrp variant of the BlueGreen strategy. The BlueGreenByGrp strategy splits the microservices to update on each site into groups, updating groups incrementally in order to limit the number of microservices being simultaneously deployed per site. To program this new strategy, we only had to implement an alternate Tupdate transition, updating at most $k$ microservices per site at each step. The other transitions (Tadd, Tswitch, Tremove) can be directly reused.

In addition to customizing the transitions order, the DevOps team can also define the order of updating sites. For instance, through configuring the order as [[site$_1$], [site$_2$, site$_3$], [site$_4$, site$_5$]], the framework waits the update finished at site$_1$, then updates site$_2$ and site$_3$ in parallel, finally updates site$_4$ and site$_5$ in parallel. The implementation of customizing sites order is based on the sub-architecture. A sub-architecture is a part of the microservices architecture containing some site(s). The DMU framework performs the update fix-point (i.e., processing the transitions) on each sub-architecture. Therefore, the DevOps team can easily customize a strategy which updates the site in the specified order.

Additionally to the presented strategy (e.g., BlueGreen), we programmed a dozen of other strategies which are the most popular ones in the industry, summarized in Table 5.7. These strategies are composed of a few transitions (from 1 to 6, see the column named Tr.). Altogether,
they require programming about fifteen transitions (some listed in Table 5.8 below).

Overall, programming transitions is easy and short in terms of the number of lines: (i) all transitions are programmed the same way, comparing the current and target architectures to determine the next architecture to reach, (ii) all transitions are programmed in about 5 to 20 lines of code.

Table 5.7: Some strategies programmed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>No. Tr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>reach target directly (no intermediate architecture)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploy</td>
<td>deploy all in target, one microservice at a time</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeployBySite</td>
<td>deploy all in target, site by site, all microservices in parallel on a site</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CleanRedeploy</td>
<td>remove all in current, deploy target, one microservice at a time</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueGreen</td>
<td>reach target, creating green versions then removing old (blue) versions for microservices to update</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueGreenByGrp</td>
<td>as BlueGreen, but processes k microservices at a time per site</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td>reach target, incrementally stopping and restarting instances for microservices to update, site by site</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanaryBySite</td>
<td>as Canary, but all instances in parallel on a site</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanaryByInst</td>
<td>as Canary, but all sites in parallel</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>reach target, creating one new instance for any microservice to update (for test purpose) before applying Canary strategy for pending instances</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Some transitions programmed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tremove</td>
<td>undeploys microservices removed in target</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadd</td>
<td>deploys microservices added in target</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupdate</td>
<td>deploy green versions for microservices updated in target</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupdate-inc</td>
<td>as Tupdate, k microservices at a time</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupdate-ip</td>
<td>update microservices in place (stopping then restarting them)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tswitch</td>
<td>switch green microservices from temporary routes to regular ones</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tscale</td>
<td>scale microservices</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tclean</td>
<td>remove all microservices in current</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tdeploy</td>
<td>deploy all microservices in target</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Updating Microservices

This section evaluates the required management effort of updating a microservices application with the DMU framework during the lifecycle of a microservices application. Taken the previous example described in Figure 4.8, we report here three update cases: the initial deployment (Figure 5.14a), the update (Figure 5.14b), and the step-by-step update (Figure 5.14c).

At first, the DevOps team of this microservices application A needs to deploy the application as $A_{init}$ described in Figure 5.14a. To perform the
initial deployment of this application, we simply use the push command with the Straight strategy, giving as target the architecture $A_{init}$. This initial architecture $A_{init}$ specifies that $A$ is composed of two microservices $M_1$ and $M_2$ to deploy on two (Cloud Foundry, version 2.75.0) PaaS sites Sa and Sb. Additionally, a microservice $M_3$ should be deployed on Sa. After describing the initial architecture, the DevOps team simply needs to launch the following command: $push(A_{init}, \text{Straight})$.

Then, the DevOps team decides to use the BlueGreen strategy for updating the application $A$ to the target architecture ($A_t$) shown in Figure 5.14b. Similarly, the DevOps team simply defines the target architecture $A_t$ and makes the following request: $push(A_t, \text{BlueGreen})$. 

Figure 5.14: Updating with the BlueGreen strategy
In addition, the DevOps team may also play the update in the "step by step" mode (Figure 5.14c). The "step by step" mode pauses the update after delivering each intermediate architecture. This mode allows the DevOps team to manually control update progress in each step. For example, the DevOps team may wish to process the last transition (Tremove) only after they have checked that DNS changes have been propagated, meaning that the urls used to access the old microservices will no more be used. The "step by step" mode fulfills this checking need. After having done the necessary checks, the DevOps team can easily resume the update execution by re-issuing the same push command.

5.3.3 Comparison with an imperative approach

This section compares the proposed DMU framework with an imperative automation approach. We compare the two approaches with regard to the ease of programming a strategy and the ease of updating a microservices application.

The complexity of the update automation depends on the supported update cases. Therefore, our evaluation starts with a specific use case, then discusses more general cases.

In the following of this section, we automate the strategy Mixed with two approaches. The strategy Mixed (presented in Table 5.7) first creates one instance of the new version, then gradually replace the old version instances with the new version, all sites being updated in parallel.

We start from the simplest case: updating the code (a specific change type) of two microservices (a specific microservices application) deployed on two Cloud Foundry sites (a specific PaaS solution).

The easiest implementation of the imperative approach is to write a script with some knowledge of the microservice application. That is, microservices architecture (which microservices are deployed on which sites) and some microservices properties (e.g., microservice name, route) are hard coded in the script. In this case, the script needs to construct an update workflow with the Cloud Foundry operations. Currently, the imperative approach has nearly 40 lines of code.

Then, we want to update the microservices across various PaaS solutions. For example, the use case now involves two sites: Cloud Foundry and Kubernetes. The script needs to identify the PaaS solution for each site and to call the corresponding operations for the five steps of the update workflow. In this case, the script needs nearly 70 lines of code.

Next, we want to make the script reusable across various microservices applications. Therefore, the script needs to separate all the application-dependent parameters. As it involves many parameters (e.g., name, route

---

5This update process involves five steps (seven Cloud Foundry operations) for each microservice on each site.
and instance number of each microservice), the script needs to parse the description file of the microservices architecture, so that it can be easily used in the daily update. It takes nearly 110 lines of code.

Finally, we want the update script to support various change types (e.g., architectural changes, code changes, configuration changes). The script needs to retrieve the current architecture, compare the difference with the target architecture, and decide the PaaS operations for each change type. The script does not necessarily need to automate all the changes cases. It can automate only the common cases and return with error messages for untreated cases. These untreated cases are left to be handled during the daily update. Depending on the choice of the DevOps team, the script needs about 140 to 210 additional lines of code.

With the DMU framework, the strategy programmer first needs to identify the needed transitions \((T_{add}, T_{update}, T_{switch}, T_{scale}, \text{ and } T_{remove})\). As the strategy \(Mixed\) behaves similarly as the existing strategy \(Canary\), the strategy programmer can simply extend the strategy \(Canary\) to reuse four of its transitions: \(T_{add}, T_{update}, T_{switch}, \text{ and } T_{remove}\). Then the strategy programmer only needs to implement the transition \(T_{scale}\), which is in charge of scaling down the old version instances and scaling up the new version. The strategy \(Mixed\) implementation takes only 28 lines of code.

Strategies defined with the DMU framework are PaaS-independent and architecture-independent. That is, they are reusable across various PaaS solutions, various microservices applications, and various change types.

Table 5.9 summarizes the comparison of the two methods. Regarding the programming effort, the script-based approach needs to produce longer code compared to the DMU framework, especially when assuming a same level of functionality. The additional complexity is strongly due to the fact that the script programmer has to manage by itself the heterogeneity of PaaS operations in its script. Especially, the script programmer needs to find the corresponding PaaS operations for each step, then compose them into parallel or serial workflows according to the previous specification.

Table 5.9: Comparison of the ease-of-use between the DMU framework and the script

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DMU framework</th>
<th>script (spec.)</th>
<th>script (indep. PaaS)</th>
<th>script (indep. app)</th>
<th>script (indep. change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>required knowledge</td>
<td>strategy workflow; strategy prog.; CF operations; multi-process prog.</td>
<td>strategy workflow; script prog.; CF operations; multi-process prog.; K8s operations; parse description file; complex change cases managing</td>
<td>strategy workflow; script prog.; CF operations; multi-process prog.; K8s operations; parse description file;</td>
<td>strategy workflow; script prog.; CF operations; multi-process prog.; K8s operations; parse description file; complex change cases managing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lines of code</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>140 - 210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The framework implementation contains three parts: the framework core, the PaaS connector, and the strategy implementation. Table 5.10 shows the lines of code of each part. Supporting an additional PaaS solu-
tion only requires to implement a PaaS connector. Customizing a strategy only requires to code a strategy. The framework core is always reusable for any update case.

Table 5.10: Framework Prototype lines of code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>module</th>
<th>lines of code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>core</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaaS connector (CF)</td>
<td>834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy implementation (average)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, we have evaluated our approach from three aspects: SLA protection, robustness, and ease of use. We have conducted experiments to show: 1) how the DevOps team can use various strategies to conform to different SLA requirements. 2) how the framework can help the DevOps team to handle various faults through its kill-restart capability. Finally, we considered the required effort for using the proposed framework. As a result of our experiments, we believe that the proposed framework is easy to use for processing updates and programming strategies.
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6.1 Conclusions

Current agile development promotes to release software application updates at a daily frequency. With such shorter release cycles, DevOps teams get faster feedback from the customers, thereby reducing the risk of changes. However, processing updates at such level of frequency is challenging because any update is in itself a complex and tedious task. This is especially true when considering medium to large-size applications in which an update may impact many software components.

The microservices architecture helps reducing the complexity of processing software application updates, mainly because microservices split applications into services that can be updated independently from each others. But this advance is not enough to gain an easy-to-use way of updating applications, because to protect SLA (Service Level Agreement) properties when updating microservices, DevOps teams have to use complex and error-prone scripts of management operations.

Among the different strategies that are used to update microservices, the well-known BlueGreen strategy aims at updating a microservice with zero downtime, through deploying and starting all the new microservices before stopping and uninstalling the old ones. In comparison, the Canary strategy minimizes the resources used at update time, at the expense of a reduced availability: microservices are updated in-place (new instances taking the place of the old ones), in an incremental manner to slowly transfer the load from the current to the new version.
Conclusion

To follow strategies when updating their microservice applications, DevOps teams manipulate scripts composed of complex sequences of management operations. Management operations refer to the elementary operations exposed by the PaaS platforms (Platform as a Service) hosting microservices, allowing to control their lifecycle.

In addition to being complex, the scripts based on elementary PaaS operations are often specific to the type of change to process (code version, number of running instances, ...) and to the PaaS hosting the microservices to update.

The objective of the work proposed in this thesis is to make the work of the DevOps teams simpler and safer when these have to process updates. To this end, we propose an update framework that advocates switching from a script-based to an architecture-based approach to automate microservices updates: instead of scripts processing PaaS commands, update strategies are then defined as sequences of elementary changes being applied on an architectural model of a microservice application.

Such architecture-based approach allows to gain simplicity for the DevOps teams: a DevOps team can update a microservice application by only giving as input the desired target architecture along with the strategy to follow, without having to deal with low-level PaaS commands.

Strategies are defined through an architecture-based programming model, that make them easy to understand and easy to extend. Importantly, strategies are programmed independently of PaaS operations as well as independently of a particular microservice application. In other words, with our framework, a strategy describes a pattern of the update processes which is adaptable to various applications, change types, and PaaS platforms.

In addition to providing a higher level of automation, the proposed framework does not damage the flexibility of the update process. Thanks to its architecture-based character, our framework allows the DevOps team to execute an update process step by step, so that the DevOps team can easily integrate their proper actions during the update.

Finally, the proposed framework also helps the DevOps team to gain more safety in processing updates. First, the DevOps team can preview the path of intermediate architectures that will be followed to process a particular update, before effectively processing the update. Second, as previously said, the proposed framework provides a kill-restart capability. This means that the DevOps team can voluntarily or involuntarily stop the framework execution at any time during the update of a microservice application. Once stopped, the DevOps team can re-issue any update request to resume, rollback, or roll-forward the update of the application.
6.2 Limitations and Future Works

As a first point, we would like to say that although our experimentations have given encouraging results regarding the easiness of programming strategies, there are still work to do to finalize the conclusions regarding this aspect. In the next future, we plan to conduct a more complete analysis on the effort of strategy programming, considering a more large spectrum of microservice applications.

Regarding the limitations of our proposition, a main point that we only consider the update of microservices, not the update of the external services they may use (e.g., database, messaging, logging, or routing). Most PaaS solutions provide basic lifecycle operations (i.e., create, bind, unbind, and delete) to link microservices to external services through a broker API. With our framework, microservices that use external services may be updated without problem, but the update may only concern the microservices, not the external services they use. For example, our framework does not automate the update of a microservice along with upgrading its external database linked to the microservice. Supporting such updates constitutes a perspective of our work.

Regarding the other perspectives of our proposal, we would like to start with a main consideration: helping the DevOps team to choose the right strategy being given an application to update and the necessary SLA properties to maintain. For the future steps, we would like to investigate how the update framework could help the DevOps team to choose the most appropriate strategy for each particular update request.

To go one step in this direction, let’s recall that our framework already enables the DevOps team to preview the path of intermediate architectures that will be followed by an update process. This preview functionality provides a basis to predict how well a strategy will protect SLA properties during the update. Especially, it is possible to identify in this path the moments where a microservice is fully stopped, the moments when a microservice run with less or more instances than before starting the update, etc...

Additionally, by instrumenting the different updates processed for a given application and by keeping persistent the instrumented data collected over time, we may predetermine more quantitative factors, such as the total downtime or the total resource costs of an update.

Finally, to conclude on this aspect, it may also be interesting to consider using formal techniques to precisely express the SLA constraints that have to be ensured during an update, as well as using verification techniques to predict whether a strategy can protect these invariants.
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